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DEVELOPMENT OF A FUEL ROD SIMULATOR AND SMALL-DIAMETER 
THERMOCOUPLES FOR HIGH-TEMPERATURE, RISH HEAT 

FLUX TESTS IN THE GAS-COOLED FAST REACTOR 
CORE FLOW TEST LOOP 

R. W. McCulloch R. E. MacPherson 

ABSTRACT 

Th? Core Flow Test Loop was constructed t o perform many 
of the s a f e t y , core d e s i g n , and mechsnical i n t e r a c t i o n t e s t s 
i n support of the Gas-Cooled Fast Reactor (GCFR) us ing e l e c 
t r i c a l l y heated fue l rod s imulators (FRSs). Operation i n 
c l u d e s many off-normal or pos tu la ted acc ident sequences i n 
c luding t r a n s i e n t , high-power, and high-temperature opera
t i o n . The FRS was developed to survive (1) hundreds of hours 
of operat ion at 200 W/cm*, 1000*C cladding temperature, and 
(2) 40 h at 40 W/cm 1, 1200°C cladding temperature. S ix 
0.5-mm type K sheathed thermocouples were placed i n s i d e the 
FRS c ladding t o measure s t e a d y - s t a t e and t r a n s i e n t tempera
tures through c l a d me l t ing at 1370*C. 

Development inc luded laser welding and furnace brazing 
techniques t o j o i n 0.25-mm wall c o p p e r - t o - n i c k e l tubular 
terminals and 2-mm—diam terminal rods t o themselves and to the 
h e l i c a l ribbon heat ing element. J o i n t s s u c c e s s f u l l y withstood 
as many as 5000 thermal t r a n s i e n t s and operat ion near 1000°C 
at current d e n s i t i e s as high as 4000 A/cm 2 . Variable-width 
ribbon hea t ing e lements were fabr i ca ted tha t provided cos ine 
a x i a l h e a t - f l u x pat terns accurate to +2.5%. Boron n i t r i d e 
preform f a b r i c a t i o n techniques were extended t o obta in 90% 
t h e o r e t i c a l d e n s i t y in inner and outer annular reg ions without 
swaging t o reduce c ladding diameter . This al lowed the use of 
c ladding p r o t o t y p i c a l to the GCFR i n both surface "ribbing" 
and cold work. F i n a l l y , r e l i a b i l i t y of FRS thermocouples was 
improved to ~100% from near 0%. Major accomplishments were 
(1) the reduct ion of thermoelement grain s i z e by a fac tor of 
2 to "17 ii, (2) d i scovery of the adverse e f f e c t s of res idual 
co ld work on thermoelement embritt lement, and (3) subsequent 
e l i m i n a t i o n of t h i s cold *»ork p r i o r to thermocouple use . 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 General 

This report summarizes the e f f o r t s made toward the development of a 

r e l i a b l e , h igh-temperature , high heat f lux fuel rod s imulator (FRS) and 

i t s associated internal thermocouples for use in that portion of the Gas-
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Cooled Fast Reactor-Core Flo* Test Loop (GCFR-CFTL) Test Program related 
to the operation of simulated core assemblies. Althocgh the total effort 
spanned more than six years, emphasis is placed on the last four years 
when most of the pertinent FRS development, fabrication, and testing took 
place. References 1-4 detail GCFR-CFTL development over this period. 

The CFTL, shown in Fig. 1, is a high-temperatore, high-pressure, fast-
transient, ont-cf-reactor gas loop that is designed to supply helium to a 
test bundle at appropriate temperature and pressure conditions. The test 
bundle consists of electrically heated FRSs that are arranged to represent 
a segment of the GCFR core. The CFTL was designed to accommodate rod bun
dles of 37, 61. and 91 FRSs and to operate from ambient pressure to 10.3 
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NPa. frost 300 to 1370*C, and at FKS power levels frost 0 to 43 kl/rod (0 to 
4 KW total power). The principal objectives of the test program were the 
acquisition and analysis of test data on (1) thermal and pressure—drop 
characteristics, (2) design and safety margins, and (3) friction and ther
mal mechanical behavior of test bundles that sinulate portions of GCFR 
fuel and control assemblies. The CFTL test bundles were to be operated 
with flat or skewed power distributions at prescribed power levels and 
slopes and at steady-state or transient conditions. Transient operation 
was to include prescribed variations (with time) of test bundle power, 
helion pressure, and coolant flow rate to sinulate normal, upset, emer
gency, and faulted accidert transients. Depressorization accidents were 
also included in the t;st program. Data obtained were to be primarily 
from thermocouples, most f which are integral components of the FSSs. 

The CFTL was essentially complete when the GCFR funding was discon
tinued. Because of its versatility, it has been dedicated tc support the 
High-Temperature Gas-Cooled Reactcr (HTGR) Program. 

rhe current design of the CFTL FRS is shown in Fig. 2. The FRS clad
ding is prototypical of the 316 stainless steel alloy that was to have 
been used in the manufacture of GCFR fuel rod cladding and thus has the 
same dimensions, configuration, and thermal and mechanical characteris
tics. The length of the FRS is 2860 mm, 1200 mm of which is heated; the 
outside diameter (0D) is 8 mm. A length of 1220 mm of the outer »orface, 
slightly overlapping the heated length, is roughened to enhance heat 
transfer to tie helium. The FRS is reentrant in design; that is, both 
power terminals enter at a single end. The outer terminal, a copper tube, 
is joined tc a tubular nickel conductor which, in turn, is joined to the 
variable width Kanthal A-l* beating element. Nichrome V and platinum-8% 
tungsten heating elements were used in earlier prototypes. The heating 
element is designed to provide a cosine heat flux distribution. The cen
ter terminal is made of a solid copper rod that is joined to a nickel con
ductor. This conductor, in turn, is joined through an adapter to the 
o he : end of the heating elenent to complete the electric-current-carrying 

•Trademark of the Eanthal Corporation, Bethel, CT 06801. 
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circuit in the FRS. Cold-pressed boron nitride (BN) preforas provide elec
trical insulation and theraal conductance between (1) the cladding and the 
heating elevent with its associated tabular conductor and terainal (outer 
annulus) and (2) the heating eleaent and the center conductor with its 
terainal (inner annnlus). Swaging was used on early CFTL FRSs to provide 
final compacti°- of the BN preforas. Later aodels were aide using a spe
cial "nonswaged" fabrication technology to preserve the prototypical prop
erties of the GCFR clad. Six type K thermocouples (four on earlier FRSs) 
with insulated junctions are installed inside the FRS cladding. The 
sheaths of the thermocouples run longitudinally along the inside surface 
parallel to the axis of the cladding at (0* circumferential intervals. 

The operating conditions place stringent requireaents on all aateri
al s used in the FRS. The heating eleaent aust operate at the maxiaua tem
perature without property degradation. The BN aust aaintain both high 
thermal conductivity and electrical resistivity at the aaxiaum tempera
ture; additionally, its properties must reaain uniform axially and circum-
ferentially tc provide accurate simulation of the cosine heat flux. The 
FRS must also maintain its integrity while enduring theraal transient 
tests. 

The FRS development program staff at Oak Ridge National Laboratory 
(ORNL) has performed materials, fabrication, inspection, testing, and 
failure analysis tasks to prepare procedures that are satisfactory for 
the pioduction of adequate CFTL FRSs. 

The associated FRS and thermocouple technology, developed in support 
of CFTL, has application to out-of-reactor safety tests in light-water 
reactor, liquid-metal fast breeder reactor, and other systems wihere tran
sient, high heat flux, high-temperature operation is required in conjunc
tion with useful reliability. 

The results of the development work are largely positive. The FRSs 
can be fabricated to operate for more than 1000 h at 100C°C and power as 
high as 200 W/cn* and 50 h at 1200"C and 40 W/cm». 

The difficulties associated with the GCFR configuration, the most 
complex high-performance FRS we have attempted, were surmounted. These 
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incladed a central current return conductor, six internal 0.5-mm thermo-
cowp'es, and a variible width betting element to produce accuately the 
requisite "chopped" cosine heat flu distribution. 

A new nonswaged FRS technology was created to preserve the requisite 
clad roughening dnring fabrication for enhancing heat transfer and main
taining the initial cold work requirements. This method made available, 
for the first t.me, a high heat flux high-temperatnre FRS fabricated with 
cladding identical to that of the fuel rod it simulated. 

Major materials joining, inspection, and terminal heat generation 
problems were solved. High-temperature braze joints and laser butt-welded 
connections with previously unattainable electrical and dimensional toler
ances were developed. Thousands of stringent thermal cycles between 350 
and 1000*C and mush stekdy—state operation at temperatures to 1200*C were 
logged during development tests made with several prototypical rods. 

Majoc problems with small-diameter 0.50-mm thermocouples, internal 
to the FKS, were solved. Thermocouple failures were reduced from 100% in 
early rod prototypes containing four thermocouples to zero percent for re
cent prototypes containing six thermocouples. Techniques to manufacture 
xefined-grain-size thermocouples were developed that enabled production of 
thermocouples having Alumel and Chromel thermoelements that had a maximum 
grain size of ASTM 8.5 (19 urn) and 11 (8 urn), respectively, for a thermo
element having a diameter of 76 jim. The harmful effect of critical levels 
of residual cold-work on thermocouple lifetime was discovered, and a 
method was devised to eliminate it. These thermocouples, when properly 
manufactured and assembled in accordance with the developed technique, 
were shown to survive the GCFR operational condition imposed on them. 

Nevertheless, the GCFR FRS still has several shortcomings even after 
the completion of considerable development. The use of nickel material 
for the central current return conductor adversely affects FRS reli
ability. The conductor material was initially specified to be, and re
mains, nickel. No better material is available that matches the combined 
requirements of high melting point, thermal expansion comparable to stain
less ste*l, and low electrical resistivity at high temperatures. The 
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included a central current return conductor, six internal 0.5-mm thermo
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ability. The conductor material was initially specified to be, ana re
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nickel meltxng point, 50*C lover than that of the Kanthal A-J heating ele
ment, precludes higher operational performance or, alternately, reduces 
operational time at internal temperatures above 1000*C. 

Additionally, a relatively slow boron-nickel eutectic reaction was 
shown to occur at the higher temperatures. This reaction reduces the 
equivalent nickel melting point from 1450 to ~1000*C, which limits both 
lifetir.e and thermal cycling ability of the rods. This problem could be 
eliminated with the use of central magnerimn oxide (MgO) cold-pressed in
sulators. However, project closeout did not permit us to try to accom
plish this goal. 

Chapter 2 details the FPS fabrication and testing and describes much 
of the component development necessary to enable successful FXS operation. 
Chapters 3 and 4 report the achievements in BN preform technology and 
variable width ribbon fabrication that paralleled and influenced much of 
tbn FRS development. Finally, Chap. 5 delineatos the investigations and 
subsequent development that resulted in 0.5-mm type t, sheathed, insulated-
junction thermocouples that would survive thousands of thermal cycles and 
operation to 1200*C without failure. 

1.2 Integrated Technology Development 
for ?RS Fabrication 

Initial CFTL FRS development took place in conjunction with indus
trial fabricators. The FRSs were designed by ORNL, performance specifica
tions were written, and prototype contracts were awarded. This appzoach 
resulted in poor quality and constantly changing delivery schedules. The 
FRS performance was often greatly affected by subtle fabrication changes 
that were difficult to control or even define. 

In response to continuing procurement problems, an integrated FRS 
Technology Development Program was established at ORNL. Its charter was 
to (1) develop design, material, and fabrication procedures that directly 
related to individual program requirements and (2) generate fabrication 
specifications that then could be used by industry to prodnce FRSs of the 
quality levels required, according to the schedules needed. This was to 
be accomplished by (1) developing fabrication techniques, processes, and 
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inspection methods; (2) verifying that inspections were adequate to con
trol the processes; (3) testing FRSs to verify that operational require
ments were met; (4) fabricating a statistically signiticant number of FSSs 
to establish confidence in the procedures; and (S) generating a detailed 
fabricf tion specification to guide future procurement. 

In establishing the FRS Technology Development Program, the decision 
was made to use cold-pressed BN preform technology exclusively because of 
the nigh degree of fabrication control and simulator property uniformity 
achievable with this method. Earlier work had showu considerable -promise 
and a substantial improvement over powder-filling technology.5 

References 6 and 7 document this technology development effort, which 
demonstrated that high-quality fuel simulators can be routinely fabricated 
under carefully controlled conditions. The CFTL FRS development paral
leled much of this work and was directly applicable. The end result was 
extension of the technology through the development of nonsvaged FRS fab
rication techniques to enable the CFTL FRS to meet GCFR fuel rod cladding 
mechanical and surface roughening requirements for GCFR fuel rod cladding. 
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2 . CFTL FRS FABRICATION AND TESTING 

2 . 1 General 

Oaring the period from January 1977 until Septeaber 16, 1980, when 
the CFTl- FRS development was suspended, 26 FRS prototypes and nine FRS 
prototypical conductivity test cells were fabricated. Of these, 20 proto
types and 8 test cells were operationally tested. The fabrication process 
v .at evolved throughout this development effort was carefully controller, 
post-process inspections were completed on each prototype, and thovsards 
of hours of high-temperature, high- and low-power and transient operation 
were logged. 

Table 1 summarizes the FRS prototype fabrication and tester ' efforts 
and includes information on heating element and other couponedtr>, number 
and types of internal thermocouples, and a brief summary of fabrication 
and testing highlights. This section provides a chronological description 
of the results summarized by Table 1. 

Fabrication development And testing can be roughly divided into five 
phases. Phase I, which encompassed the first eight prototypes, saw the 
initiation of local fabrication development towards the solution of CFTL 
FRS problems. Major FRS fabrication and joining problems were encoun
tered, and most work was on refractory alloy FRSs. The fabrication of a 
vicMe FRS to meet CFTL test requirements was demonstrated with GNR-L-7P, 
the last in this phase, but major reliability problems with rod internal 
thermocouples were uncovered. 

In phase II, we extended the fabrication technology to include non-
swaged FRSs, which allowed the use of "ribbed" and cold worked prototypi
cal GCFR cladding. Thermocouple failure mechanisms were uncovered and 
most of the thermocouple reliability problems solved simply by going to a 
nonswaged FRS. High temperature (>1200»C) and hi»h power (38 kff), lodiuw 
temperature operations were successfully demonstrated in this phase. 

Phase III, which included all conductivity test cells, paralleled 
other phases. Test cells were i simplified means of obtaining information 
about BN preform and fabrication parameters. The preform density was the 
major factor influencing annular thermal conductivity (k), k varied with 
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al l a t h ; a l l t j 

N i c k e l / c o p p e r . < l c k » l / . c | . p t r Fo'ir 0 , i - a » t y p e K 
Sul TCa wtt.i Inconel 

XtckeV/copper N o n e / p l a t I n u a Four 0,5-mp t y p e K 
( t y p e » ) TC SDl TCS w i th Incane l 

aheach; a l l U 

HTS S u c c a a a f u l l y f a b r i c a t e d ; t e a t e d ar 700-aoo'C for 
>I000 h; completed >I000 t r a n s i e n t s ; ran en ( a l l 
ure a ' i J W l ; TCi showed aua, e p t l b l l l t y t - t r a i . -
a l e n t a and h l«h temperature 

M r e t nonswaged rod T o t o t y p e ; f a b r i c a t e d for 
e v a l u a t i o n purposes 

Nuuawajted preforms cauaed e n c a s e ! 1 e o v e m e n t of 
h e a t i n g e l ement ; TCa g o ' c r o a a e d ; t ermina l 
reg ion wi« shortened to c o r r e c t problem; u o » t -
f a b r l r a t t u n Inapece l cn normal, but l ength t o o 
ahort t o t e a t 

SRSl encountered copper . p a l l i n g of c e n t r a l rod during 
f a b r i c a t i o n ; red f a i l e d prematurely during t e s t i n g 
because af a p a l l l n g ; deve loped n o n d r a t r u c t t v e 
e l o n g a t i o n method of c o r r e c t i n g s t a l l i n g and 
t e s t i n g c o p p e r / n i c k e l b r u e J o i n t . 

SRFL Firs t aucceaafu l non.waged "<S; t e e t e j t o d e s t r u c 
t i o n <n SRSL. 

SRSL Repeat of - I I P ; a l l a a t l e f a c t o r y ; t e a t a d In SRSL; 
' I n ! FtS to meet a l l normal CFTL requirement* 

VCTS Flrat c o n d u c t i v i t y c a l l t e s t s - ' In WCTS 

http://ln.tru.ent.tlon'
http://fnhrlc.it


Table I (continued) 

. . tod m i l l Heat inf. eleaent 
r h M * Ho.* aetortal 

Tubular l*«d 
aatertale 

Central rod 
aaterlcle Inerruaentatlon Teat 

atand toaark.' 

III GN.T-L-14S NtchTOM V 

III GHT-L-17S fcanthal A-l 

III GNT-L-iaS Kant Ml A-l 

i l l CNT-1-19S Kenrhal A-1 

111 CNT-1-20S Nlchr-wn V 

HI CMX-l-US Kanthal A-l 
(conatant width) 

Nickel/copper Non<-/plattnua Four O.S-wm type K 
(typa fi TC 

Nickel.'copper None/plattnua Nona 
(typa »> TC 

Nickal/tappar None/plattnua Nona 
(typa I) TC 

Nickel/copper Typa K TC Nona 

Nlckal Typa K TC Nona 

Nickel Typa k TC Nona 

WCTS/ Teeied In WCTS and In S«SL| ihowed clearly ---.(h 
SKSl nonawaged thtraal mducttvlty and Ita d»randence 

on power and aheath taaperatura 

WCTS Tatted In WCTS •« o b t a i n addle tonal IN « v r . .eapera-
ura and power data 

UCTS Taeted In V T » to o b t a i n a d d i t i o n a l ( 1 •. v> t e e -
piratura and powa. •'•ta 

WCTS s t a t l a r raaul ta to thoee obta ined on previa. . - **« -
d u c t l v ' t y c a l l a 

WCTS Contained an M«0-I5 wc < IN c e n t r a l pra.'nrai * 
waa -10t hl(her than with pravloua teat c e l l o 
M|0->N performd well e l e c t i t c a l l y at I W C 

Teat cal l waa fabricated to (urther evaluate 
e f fec t ! of ptefoifc lanttn and taaplne, nnergy on 
Pits tranalent properties; IR acana Indicated 
prefora length ahould be aatntalned at 10 aa ..r 
lee* 

111 CNK-L-30S Kanthal A-l 
vcomtant width) 

111 CNX-L-31S Kanth~: -I 
(conatant width) 

K-L-ISP Kanthal A-l 

IV CW-L-loF Kanthal A-l 

IV CM.-W1F kanthal A-l 
iconetant width) 

IV CHK-L-22F Kaathal A-l 
(variable width) 

IV CMK-L-2JP Kanthal A-l 
(variable width) 

Nickel/copper Type K TC 

Nickel/copper Type K TC None 

Nickel/copper Molybdenua/ Four O.S-aa type K CSC 
copper TCa with Inconal aheathj 

2 U , I HCJ, I SNIP 1.' 

Nickel/copper Nickel/copper Four 0.5-e» type K CSC NTS 
TCa with Inconel aheath, 
I CJ, ) MCJ 

HUkel/copper Nickel/copper Four CSG typa U - / 
Inconal TCa with ;.' ' • 

Nickel/copper NU.el/coppar Four UHI type K tn Inconel SkSV. 
TCa w i t h I J 

Nicke l / copper Nicke l / copper Four CHI t y p . K tn Inconel HTS 
TCa w i t h I J 

Uaed TS-IA4V annu l * . ,.N pre*ora 

Uied FT-13 I rented [.; 'nru,* uade I roa TS-IU9 
powder 

rtrat FRS with Kjnthal hearing eleaenr.j Kanrhal-
tube weld 'et led during fabrication 

Succeaafully fabricated, text In HTS to determine 
thermal cycling affect on '.entlia! PAS tented 
aatlafactorl ly; T»"« survived >«00 atr'ngent 
tranalant eyelet 

fticcreefuJIv peeraced 1M h *i i t««pdy-et«t* r*a-
nare'eun JlVsli-XCC wilh *•? >i at. I!W)»7; IUCOMS-
ful ly floapletad 'raW' thflreni c / r l c t , tone vcfv 
aeverv, wltk' oi«Vo )0»1»«I KAftUieltnleVii) boil 
weld e«ce/»fv' . , \ . 

o^w.l rat u ^ o j r\ng\<rv<'. e.r f l \rJto < 
nUka: rod e*UIy,{ n i l TC(V an'- wl»e> • 

Succaaafully onericoVV^VViX: .Ueat.,-atai*-'iv-s-
per*cuie. >a-T-i:0C*C WtV St'!\ tr UOO-i., eucceee-
ful ly eompUtaa -SMP th,ua»(l cst lea i t a l l i r to 
thoie of -IIP; a l l T(!J eUiVtved. v 



T.ihle 1 (rt.nl 1 "led) 

R^J s e r l . i l Heat Inu e l e t v i . t Tuh»i..ir te«t<1 iVntr. i l ru i , .'• Tent . a 
No.- 1 » l « l . l x u r l . l , » , , , l , l , Inat rumen, at lot. > t W * Remark. 

uSV-L-.!.P <anthal A-l Nickel copper N i c k e l ' c o p p e r Three, type i: In SHSI. F a b r i c a t i o n d e f e c l a In rod, type S TC l a b p i l l e d 
{ v » r U M e width) Inconet TCa trow ( i l l ; o f f ; t e a t e d In Skf I, even though It wan not f u l l y 

open type 1 Til; a l l I ! a c c e p t a b l e ; endured 19 h of Mt i ndy-*t a t * and tr-tn-
a l en t o p e r a t i o n before f a i l u r e at 1H kW, 7VI*c 
r laridlnx temperature; f abr lca t In •> d e f e c t * led t o 
premature f a i l u r e 

.AK-'_-:sp Hantna! A-l N'.. k*l ',• .>pper N i c k e l ' c o p p e r t o u r , typr K I r. Incon.'l HTS Ope-ated 1011 h, IS h «l Mll'Cj riin a p p r o a r h - t o -
, v a r U S l « ' - - IJ : 1 ^ l l rv.a : two !rom*'S. . j c l a d d i n g - m e l t i n g t PHI a 7 KV-I Anil* r c ladd ing re-v-

two -ora '.:Ml perat i r e ; rod eurv lved I mln At la0;i -<! c la . . \ l tng 
temperaturu In vacuum, l a t e r rea'-Sed 'IOM'I': 
c l a d d i n g temperature In hel ium before f a i l u r e 

•NK-L-:-.? *Canth.<! . \-l Nicke l c o p p e r - SI eke 1 'cupper four , tvpe K In SS, SHSI. Kaperlenced fi.hr lent Ion prohlema In i . l rke l end plug 
* v a r i a b l e widti i) RNb>' 1,1 [Va from OMI reg ion hut c o r r e c t e d ; rod o p e r a t e d 12 h eCfady-

a t a t e .ind t r a n a l e m at Id t o 21 kW, 7*0-7811*1: 
c l a d d i n g t emperature; premature f a i l u r e * occurred 
bv m e l t i n g of n i c k e l rod adjacent t o end plun 

A - - L - ; * » <an:hal A Nt . -ae l 'copper N I c a e l ' c o p p e r None SHSI So.1 .-iterated 7n-h a leady a t a t e KV-14 kW at >• I add Inn 
i « ) r U » V width) temperature 7,)iu. 1)JS'C; f a l l . i r e waa a t m l l a r to that 

of -JnP 

iXK-L-. •!" <antha: A-! Nl.-kal copper Nickel copper Nona il"li t'lrat M-nwn rod, e l e c t r i c a l breakdown of Inner UN 
( v a r i a b l e width) r«mon i n a c a l * on Kanthal A-l ma lar ia l 

. :N»: . -1_ ' : -* KantSal A-l Nicke l copper Nl-ke 1'copper s i x each type K ( l , l u SKSl. r ' - h r t i a l f o n problem* a l i a l l a r t o ;>o* u«*d C,A rouah-
t v a r l a h l e width) a t e a d v - a t a t e aheathed TC» ened c l a d d i n g ; rod endured 700 h o ' ai«ady-»r. a t e 

t r a n a l e n t . * » t * end noon t lie ratal < v c l e » without T.: 
f a i l u r e ; e v i d e n c e of b o r o u - n l c a e l r e a c t i o n 

I : S K - ' . - > 1 V SUm-ia! A-l Nick I copper N i c k e l ' c o p p e r tour each type K I I , 10 , UTS F a b r i c a t i o n auccaaaf u l ; rod taa tad for 197! h /nd 
i v a r l a M e J t d t h ) s s , »!ieathed "ua, J Pt l ! ,41i» t h i r a w l c y c l e a j two typ. ' S TCa f a l l e i 1 , four 

aheathed t vpe s TC* type X Tf.'e aury lved a i l o p e r a t i o n on:* l f a i l u r e 

-S»"-:.-1.!' Vanthal * - l \ ' i , ^ e l cupper N l c a v i ' c o p p e r s i x each type K, I I , 5RSI. f a b r i c a t i o n a u c c e a a f u l j t e a t e d for Sib h and SHdO 
; y « r l a i l e width) l n c o n e l - a . e a r h e d TCa cyctoa In SHS'.i a t o a d y - a t a t e and t r a n a l a n t power 

from (1MI waa 3f kW • n to .••<» kW, raapact I v a l y j f a i l u r e a la j l -
lar t o -1J P; d i f f e r e n t i a l the aal eapanalon on 
c e n t r a l n i c k e l rod , weakened by b o r o n / n l c k e 1 r e a c 
t i o n , f a i l e d during thvraa l c y c l i n g 

"Ser ia l :vjaSef p>-*ta,-rtpl S l n d t ^ t e s c o n d o c t t v ; > y c e l l and p o a t a c r l p t V t u d l c a t e a KKS p r o t o t y p e , 
i 
'13 • ln*u!.»ted ju:u-:l3r*, i.l • ground j u n c t i o n , M(..l • aodt f ' . ed e.ritund Junct ion , TC • thermocouple , Sill « f-enaor Dynamic, I n c . , CMI " (Iroth Manor I n d u a t r l e a , 

• "laud* s . ;;.>rd.i«. 1 ,Bf . gs b a c k f i l l e d and SS - a t a l n l e a a a l e e . , 

'WCTS • water t e a t a tand , HTS • he l ium t e a t a land , and SRSl. • a ! n g l e - r o d aodlum l o o p , 

"Ik. • I n f r a r e d , ind K • t '^e . sa l c o n d u c t i v i t y . 

|s> 
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heat flux, and NgO central preforas (with increased thermal expansion over 
BN) enhanced annular k. 

During phase IV, the Kanthal A-l heating element was exclusively used 
to extend the FRS operational range by allowing 50*C higher internal 
temperatures; long-time operation and extended thermal cycling 010 ,000 
cyc les 1 of FRSs were demonstrated, and type K thermocouple fa i lures were 
v ir tual ly eliminated. 

Phase V was concerned primarily with the 8-me-diam FRS, which gener
a l l y included s i x internal thermocouples. The nonswaged FRS technology 
was improved with the use of a higher density BN preform; roughened Gen
eral Atomic (GA) claddiag was obtained and used, and the suscept ib i l i ty of 
the central nickel rod to fa i lure during high-power thermal cycling in the 
Single Rod Sodium Loop (SRSL) was uncovered. Suspicion of boron-nickel 
incompatibility was ver i f ied , but the l imitat ions were not defined. The 
use of MgO central preforms to solve compatibility problems as well as 
enhance operation capabil ity could not be pursued to a determination be
cause the CCFR-CFTL a c t i v i t i e s were closed out. 

2.2 Phase I — In i t i a l Development 

The f i r s t fabrication attempt in th i s phase (see Table 1) fa i l ed be-
cau i of problems with terminal-to-preform sizing tolerance. However, 
information and tooling developed during the attempt were used to fabri
cate the f i r s t instrumented CFTL rod, GLR-L-1P. This rod contained a 
Nichrone V heating element, a nickel tubular terminal, and a molybdenum 
central rod for current return. Four type K s ta in less -s tee l - sheathed 
thermocouples, two with insulated junctions and two with grounded junc
t ions , were welded to precise axial and circumferential location* inside 
the sheath. The unit was subjected to a high-temperature dc-leakage test 
in the helium test stand (HTS) and fa i led shortly after reaching the clad 
melting tenperatnre. 

The next three units (GLS- L-2P, -3P, and -4P) contained a rlatinnm-8% 
tungsten alloy heating element and molybdenum tubular and central termi
nals . Only the last of the three was successful ly fabricated. The f i r s t 
fai led when a molybdenum-platinum laser weld separated during swaging, and 
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the second failed during the postanneal infrared scan because of internal 
organic contamination. Inproveaents in teminal joining techniques using 
these Materials were developed as a result of the first failure. Modifi
cation of the fabiication procedure to allow a check of the active compo
nent assembly for organic impurities war incorporated as a result of the 
second failure. 

Unit GLS-L-4P was tested in the HTS and subjected to rigorous opera
tion. The BN preform resistance vs temperature data up to 120C*C were 
obtained for the annular region. Data showed the BN resistance to be 3 kQ 
at 1200*C. The high-temperature resistance slope of approximately a fac
tor of 10 decrease per 150*C indicated that the resistance remained ade
quate up to clad melting temperatures. Rod failure occurred at a measured 
sheath temperature of 1260°C and 8 kf of power, but no BN resistance data 
were obtained at that temperature level. 

Failore analysis of rod -4P indicated that excessive differential 
thermal expansion between the central molybdenum rod and the 316 stainless 
steel sheath contributed to its failure. The lower thermal expansion of 
molybdenum [6.1 x 10-* um/m*C vs 19.8 x 10-' um/m'C foi austenitic stain-
leas steel at 1200*C] resulted in shearing the weld that joined the end 
plug to the molybdenum rod. The plug moved about 1.75 cm along the rod. 
Normal operation was experienced at the high temperatures; however, when 
the FRS cooled, the molybdenum rod became hung up rather than able to 
slide freely back into the end plug. Tensile forces in the stainless 
steel sheath, caused by its greater contraction during cooling than ex
perienced by the molybdenum rod, resulted in the separation of the sheath 
at two axial locations totalling about 1.7S cm. 

Because of the differential thermal expansion problems experienced on 
0LS-L-4P as well as the withdrawal of funding support for platinum-tung
sten alloy improvement, emphasis was shifted to the reference rod design; 
t Nichrome V heating element and copper-nickel terminals were used on sub
sequently fabricated rods. Additionally, the decision was made to substi
tute Inconel 600 material for the stainless steel sheath on the type I 
thermocouples because the Inconel sheaths caused less decalibration errors 
at temperatures up to 1150T, 
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Rod GLR-L-5P was fabricated using these reference materials. During 
fabrication, tabs welded to tlie jnnction ends of two of the four internal 
thermocouples broke off. Otherwise, fabrication of the unit was normal. 
The rod was not tested because insufficient data would have been obtained 
without complete internal instrumentation. 

In the next rod, GLB-L-6TP, one of the four Inconel tabs broke frost a 
thermocouple sheath during rod fabrication. The tab fabrication proce
dure, which consisted of welding a bead on the junction end and swaging it 
down to the thermocouple diameter, was reviewed and found to be adequate. 
However, an annealing step subsequent to tab fabrication was added, and 
tbe 1.36-kg tensile force, applied to each thermocouple during rod fabri
cation, was reduced to a value of 0.23 kg. 

Separation of the braze joining tbe nickel-copper central rods 
occurred during swaging of roa GLR-L-6P. Failure occurred because of 
inadequate temperature control of the braze joint during brazing. The 
brazing operation for tbe rod was then modified and proved successful on 
later prototypes. 

The rod was repaired and operated in a dc-leakage test in the HTS. 
It failed at a measured sheath temperature of 1150*C. Analysis indicated 
that the failure occurred because there was a low-density area in the 
inner BN insulation. Several hours prior to failure of the rod during 
operation at a measured temperature of 1150*C, a short occurred in the 
electrical circuits externsl to tbe rod, causing a sharp temperature ramp 
that brought the rod cladding temperature briefly up to 1250*C. Although 
the rod survived this incident, the subsequent failure might have been 
initiated at that time because of overheating in the area of low-density 
BN. 

The FRS prototype GLR-L-7P contained a constant width Nichrome V 
heating eleaent, a nickel tubular terminal, and a nickel central rod and 
terminal. The stainless steel sheath contained four internal 0.5-mm type 
K Ineonel-sheathed thermocouples. Fabrication was normal, but final in
frared inspection indicated that the transient heat flux profile was close 
to the ±3% maximum tolerance. Concentricity was excellent (no eccen
tricity was measurable throughout the heated length), final BN density was 
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about 90% of theoretical and very uniform, and all electrical checks -.ere 
nomsl. 

However, because the transient heat flu profile was less uniform 
than expected, the cause of the variations was investigated further. The 
investigation revealed variations in cladding thickness of 7 to 10%. when 
these variations were eliminated by calculation frost the infrared scans 
that were Bade during core and cladding transient tests, the profile 
appeared to be markedly improved. 

To accommodate a previous change by GA in the cladding thickness from 
0.7 to 0.5 mm, the wall thickness of our existing cladding had been suit
ably reduced by centerless grinding. Radiographs of these tubes, made 
after the wall thickness variation with GLK-L-7P was discovered, revealed 
that several tubes had very large variations in wall thickness, whereas 
others did not. The cladding used on prototype GLR-L-7P had be in randomly 
selected from these tubes. 

The GLR-L-7P was then installed in the HTS to (1) undergo long-term, 
steady-state testing; (2) evaluate the fast transient capability of CFTL 
(FRSs); and (3) observe the effects of thermal cycling, if any, on ratch-
etting of the FRS. The FRS was operated in the HTS for more than 1000 h 
at steady-stats conditions and successfully completed about 1100 thermal 
transient cycles at various power aud temperature levels. Tables 2 and 3 
summarize these tests. 

Steady-state operation, most of which was at i»00#C, was completed and 
shored no degradation of heating element or BN insulation properties. 

Table 2. Steady-state operational tests 
of GLR-L-7P 

(Total steady-state operational hours - 1005) 

Temperature Duration Potential voltage Power 
(•C) (h) (maximum) (kW) 

700 234 141 2.09 
800 168 160 2.66 
850 23 177 3.29 
900 580 188 3.60 
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Table 3 . Theraal cycl isg tests of GLB-L-7P 

(Total U m i l eyelet - 1097) 

Power 
(W) 

l i s e • o l d t i a e 
( a i a ) 

Power at Fa l l Teaperatmre Namber of Power 
(W) t i a e 

( s ) 

• o l d t i a e 
( a i a ) so ld t i a e 

( W ) 
t i a e 
( a i a ) 

ckaage 
(•C) 

tkernal 
c y c l e s 

3 . 4 0 90 3 . 0 3 . 4 1 .5 35O-B70 202 
3 . 4 0 90 9 .0 4 . 4 1.5 350-S70 339 
13 12 4 .74 ( 3 . 4 H ) 3 . 4 1 .5 *50-*70 241 
13 15 1 .0 ( 5 . 6 MT) 5 .6 1 .75 350-1000 105 
IS 9 1.1 ( 5 . 6 W ) 5 .6 1.75 350-1000 107 
2S average (31 6 1.1 ( 5 . 6 Hf) 5 .6 1.75 350-100C 103 

aaxiasa) 

This t e s t ser ies deaonstrated adequately the capabil ity of the prototypic 
swaged rod to aee t the steady-state operation requirements of the f i r s t 
bundle. 

Theraal cycling oi GLR-L-7P ranged froa low-powrr, re la t ive ly slow 
transients of 1 .5-ain duration in the teaperature range froa 350 to 870'C 
to high-power, re la t ive ly fast transients of 6- to 15-s reap t ines in the 
teaperature range of 350 to 1000*C. Although over one-half of the tran
s ients coapleted were re la t ive ly fast , the pos t tes t e l ec t r i ca l and infra
red scan inspections showed no degradation of the power prof i le or of 
other FRS properties . 

Length aeasureaents indicated that the rod grew about 3 aa (0.120 
i n . ) , or about 0.2%. This growth, which i s possibly but not necessari ly 
caused by theraal ratchetting, had no adverse e f fect on rod properties . 

However, the behavior of the four internal thermocouples indicated 
toae probleas. Two of the four fai led before the 1000-h steady-state 
test ing was completed, one at 263 h and one at 426 h. Both theraocouples 
had junctions located 150 aa above the lower end of the heating e leaent . 

The two theraocouples that survived the 1000-h test ing exhibited er 
rat ic behavior early. One fa i led at 114 and the other at 170 cycles in 
the f i r s t 202-cycle test s e r i e s . Both regained continuity when the rod 
was cooled to rooa teaperature. Posttest evaluation showed that the 
grains in the Aluael theraoeleaent had grown enough to span the ent ire 
0.075-na-diaa eleaent cross sect ion. Theraal expansion differences in the 
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Alaael and in the s ta in less s tee l cladding stressed the elements, causing 
boundary separation of the large grains. 

Investigations of these and previoms theraoeouple f a i l u r e : resulted 
in (1) a B«eh better understanding of fa i lures and (2) aajor iaproveaents 
in saall-diameter thermocouple r e l i a b i l i t y . Chapter 5 reports on th i s 
e f for t . 

After eoapletion of steady-state and transient t e s t s , GLK-L-7P was 
intentional ly operated to destruction to define better the FRS low-power 
high-teapersttnre aaxiaua operation point. Tat'e 4 suamarizes th i s 
operation. 

Table 4 . Suaaary of 
GLB-L-7P f inal 

operation 

:iae 
ain) 

Sheath 
teaperatore 

(•C) 
Power 
(M) 

18 750 2.5 
15 950 4.4 
15 1000 4.9 
25 1050 5.6 
5 1100 6.4 
5 1150 6.9 
15 1200 8.5/6.5° 
10 1250 7.1° 

Vacuua. 

Failure occurred after 10 ain of operation at 1250*C had been com
pleted and while power was being increased to achieve 1300*C cladding tea-
perk tare. The 316 s ta in les s s teel cladding and Nicbroae V heating eleaent 
aelted in a region near the tetainal end of the e leaent . Subsequent 
analysis indicated that fai lure occurred in a 2.5-ca-long region at the 
vpper (terminal) end of the heating eleaent. The tantalua coating on the 
exterior of the rod cladding that was applied to enhance radiative heat 
transfer had not been properly extended during fabrication to cover the 
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area that suffered the damage. The lowered emissivity in this area, cost-
pared with the rest of the heated section, resnlted in the area reaching a 
teaperatare that was higher than expected or indicated. 

In summary, the tekts of prototype 6LSV-L-7P demonstrated that the 
swaged PIS is capable of long-time, steady-state jperaton, of repeated 
thermal cycling, and of high-temperatmre low-power operation. The tests 
also identified weaknesses in thexaoeoaple lifetime in the temperatare 
range of 800*C and above and in thermocouple snsceptibility to thermal 
cycling. 

2.3 Phase II — Mcaswated PIS Development 

The substantial deformation of cladding daring swaging made the re
quired cladding cold work difficult to achieve; at the same time, the tol
erances on diameter, ovality, and straightness that are necessary to per
form postswaging roughening of the cladding were difficult to maintain. 
Accordingly, we initiated the development of a nonswaged rod to overcome 
both of these difficulties. 

A nonswaged FKS has several major advantages in addition to elimina
tion of the swaging step: 
1. elimination of the handling and shipping of rods to and from the manu

facturer for roughening of the cladding, 
2. cost savings by reduction in the number of FKSs having roughening 

defects, 
3. improved final OD and straightness tolerances. 
4. improved instrumentation and dinensional location of the heating 

elements, 
5. PKS cladding cold work identical to that of the 6CFR fuel rod 

cladding, 
6. reduction in FRS fabrication costs, and 
7. increased thermocouple lifetime. 

The last advantage is crucial to long-term transient testing with the 
type I thermocouples installed in the Fl3s that axe used in CPTL test bun
dles. As reported, premature failure of FKS thermocouples occurred in 
most tests that used swaged rods. 
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However, a nonswaged FRS has two disadvantages compared with a swaged 
one. The nonswaged FRS w i l l show soae l o s s in uniformity of h e a t - f l u 
prof i l e , and i t must be operated at lower maximum power jr the same clad
ding temperature (assuming the same heating element material ) . 

With the advantages and the disadvantages understood, a nonswaged FF.S 
should sat i s fy three major c r i t e r i a : 

1 . Heat flux prof i l e , as defined by infrared temperature measurement, in 
a 1-s core transient should be within +5_%. 

2 . A reasonable thermal conductivity of the outer annular BN must be 
attained so the FRS can achieve the CFTL power-temperature 
requirements. 

3 . Host of the internal thermocouples must be able to withstand the ther
mal transients imposed upon them without premature fa i lure . 

Thee cr i ter ia (which also apply to the swaged FRS) guided the development 
of thr uonswaged FRS described in th i s sect ion. 

Prototype GNR-L-8P was the f i r s t nonswaged FRS to be fabricated. 
Several improvement* were incorporated into the fabrication technology. 
The major improvements were the use of (1) high-energy (70-kJ/m*) crushing 
techniques in f i l l i n g the inner preforms and (2) annular preforms with an 
i n i t i a l density of 1.8 g/ca 1 that i s 80% theoretical density (ID). 

The resultant preform density (after f i l l ) of the volume between the 
coi l and the nickel rod (inner annulus) was 1.82 g/cm* compared with 1.6 
to 1.7 g/cm* for previous swaged prototypes after f i l l i n g and prior to 
swaging. The higher £*nsity of the inner tnnulus preforms, combined with 
a preform density of 1.85 g/cm* in the volume between the heating element 
and the cladding (outer annulus), made the concept of a nonswaged FRS 
feasible for the f i r s t time. Because the thermal conductivity of the BN 
powder i s a strong function of density, a minimum of 80 to 85% of TD i s 
necessary to achieve a moderately high heat flux (100 to 200 W/cm*). 

The transient infrared scan variat ion of prototype -8P was a disap
pointing 116.7%. This poorer-than-expected result using ve la t ive ly high-
density preforms made of grade HCM BN powder* caused us to invest igate 

•HCM and other BN powders such as Tfc-1325 are designations or trade
marks of Union Carbide Corporation, Carbon Products Division. 
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the usefulness of several other BN powders. Table 5 suaaarixes perti
nent properties of these powders. 

The known higher final density of the HOC grade of BN powder led to 
its initial selection as the aajor candidate for nonswaged FRSs because 
greater profile uniformity and higher thermal conductivity were expected 
to accompany higher density. Table 5 reveals, however, that this assump
tion was not valid. Although higher preform density is possible with HOI 
powder, the much larger particle size reduces strength and impedes achiev
ing intimate c ntact with the ID of the cladding (analogous to the degree 
of surface contact of gravel vs sand in a glass jar). Better thermal eon-
tact with the cladding for preforms made of both TS-1325 powders is indi
cated by their strength. Relative strength for all three preform mate
rials was based on the difficulty of removing the crushed powder from the 
annular area. Core transient infrared scan data also indicated enhanced 

Table 5. Property evaluation of several types of 
BN preforms 

TS--1325 HCM 
Powder 1/2-1/2 

lubrication 
1 camphor . 

lubrication 

die-body 
lubrication 

Powder part ic le 
s i z e , urn 

7-20 7-20 50-750 

After pressed 
density , g/cm' <%) 

1.84 (82) 1.86 (83) 1.94 (87) 

After purified 
density, g/cm* (%) 

1.58 (70) 1.76 (78) 1.89 (84) 

After f i l l e d 
density, g/cm* (%) 

1.69 (75) 1.85 (82) 1.89 (84) 

After f i l l e d 
strength 

Strong Very strong Weak 

Transient infrared 
scan profi le 
deviation, % 

±5-7 +3-4 ±5-10 

1/2% dodecane-1/2% dodecmol by weight in BN. 
1% coaphor by weight in BM. 
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contact of the TS-1325 powders bat showed that final density is also a 
factor. Froa these data, preforms Bade of caaphor-treated TS-1325 powder 
were deterained to be the best candidates for a nonswaged FRS. 

Preforas fabricated of camphor-lubrxcated grade TS-1325 BN powder 
were used in the fabrication af prototype GR-L-9P. Although this proto
type was subsequently swaged, it served priaarily to evaluate TS-1325 
camphor preforas and the newly developed techniques for crushing inner 
annulus preforas. This was also the first FRS to be fabricated with, a 
variable width Nichroae V heating eleaent. 

During filling of the preforms in the outer annulus, the internal 
thermocouples becaae crossed. Attempts to Tmcross thea were unsuccessful, 
so the terainal region was cut to within 7.5 ca of the heating eleaent to 
eliainate the crossed section. Although the shortened length precluded 
testing the rod in the SRSLS all the other physical, electrical, aechani-
cal, and infrared scan evaluations were acceptable. 

Radiographic examination of the rod indicated that the upper 2.5 ca 
of the variable width heating eleaent stretched nore than was anticipated 
and thus caused the turns to become distorted and the coil diaaeter to 
increase. Although this result has little effect on profile uniformity, 
the change in heating element diameter earned binding of the preform tamp
ing tool, which subsequently led to the crossing of the thermocouples. 
The additional aoveaent of the heating eleaent turns resulted froa use of 
the caaphor-treated TS-1325 BN powder. Crushing of the TS-1325 preform* 
individually in the rod during fabrication caused a 3 tc 4* density in
crease compared with no measurable increase in the previous use of HCM 
preforms. This decsity increase was accompanied by greater axial aoveaent 
of povder and, therefore, of the heating eleaent. Although the incremen
tal heating eleaent aoveaent per preform crushed was small (-0.05 to 0.1 
aa per 15 aa prefora), it resulted in disturbing the last three or four 
turns of the heating eleaent and the subsequent binding of the taaping 
tool. 

The infrared scan, although skewed because of coil aoveaent, indi
cated thai local variations were within the +5% requirement of crite
rion 1. This result was the first positive indication that the newly 
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developed fabrication techniques and the camphor-treated TS-1325 preform 
might yield an acceptable nonswaged FRS. 

Although prototypes 6NB-L-8P and GR-L-9P were primarily associated 
with development of the nonswaged FRS, prototype -10P was of the swaged 
design. Although neither -8P or -9P was operated, several major fabrica
tion innovations that were developed with them were applied to prototype 
GR-L-10P. It, in turn, led to the solution of a fabrication problem af
fecting both swaged and nonswaged rods. Rod -10P was successfully fabri
cated, but problems were encountered with metal spelling from the copper 
center terminal. The braze connection of the nickel-copper rods left the 
copper very soft. The action of the preform tamping tools caused copper 
to spall off into the inner annnlus during preform filling. The problem 
was corrected by an elongation of about 1%, which hardened the copper rod 
sufficiently to prevent further metallic spelling. This simple but effec
tive way of eliminating copper spelling was incorporated into the evolving 
fabrication procedure for subsequent FRSs. 

The GR-L-10P prototype was tested in the SRSL; it was gradually 
brought up to 29.9 kf" at a cladding temperature of 715*C. Operation at 
these conditions was sustained for 47.5 h until the crowbar protection 
system terminated the tests. Radiographic examination revealed that an 
insulation breakdown had occurred in the terminal region 250 mm above the 
top of the heating element, the region where copper spelling had occurred 
during fabrication. Even though it was known that a filling problen had 
occurred, the radiographic and insulation checks appeared to warrant op-
exational testing. This result emphasizes how critical the fabrication 
process is to subseqtu;nt proper operation of an PRS. 

Because of the success of the nonswaged development, GR-L-10P was the 
last swaged prototype to be fabricated. The information gain from fabri
cation and operation of -10P was successfully applied to subsequent non
swaged prototypes. Additionally, the elongation test provided a key to 
the solution of the perplexing problem of obtaining a practical inspec
tion of the rod and tubular braze joints between th« copper terminals and 
nickel ltt.it. 

Nonswaged prototypes GNR-Lr-llP and -12P were then fabricated by using 
the information gained on FRSs -8P and -9P. Some binding between the 

http://ltt.it
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heating element and the tamping tool was encountered on -IIP, bnt the pro
totype was successfully fabricated. Fuel red simulator -12P was filled 
after further modifying the fabrication procedure to allow extension of 
the internal thermocouples beyond the exit at the closed end of the FRS. 
Annular preforms were then filled from each end of the longitudinal center 
of the heating element; the previous, normal procedure had been to fill 
all preforms frcm the terminal end only. The new filling procedure al
lowed use of tamping energies of 70 kJ/m* during both inner and outer pre
form crushing and eliminated the binding problem that was encountered pre
viously with TS-1325 preforms. 

Nonswaged prototypes -IIP and -12P both met all postfabrication in
spection requirements, including being within the allowable +5% tolerance 
on heat flux profile uniformity. However, swaged prototype -10P had met 
criteria 1 and 2, bnt not 3, prior to failure, and nonswaged rods were yet 
to be terted for meeting criteria 2 and 3. 

Thus, GNR-L-11P would be tested in the SRSL to determine how well it 
met criterion 2. Because of the lower BN density in a nonswaged FRS com
pared with a swaged FRS and the resultant reduced contact pressure between 
BN and cladding, we anticipated that the effective thermal conductivity 
of the BN would be lower, possibly by a factor of 5. Thus, maximum power 
operation might be limited to about 10 kff at 1000*C sodium stream tempera
ture. Table 6 summarizes these tests and indicates that higher-than-
anticipated thermal conductivity was achieved. 

Failure occurred as a result of the melting of the Nicbrome V heating 
element [T I, ~1400°C] about 250 mm from the end of the heating element, •P 
nearer to the closed end of the FRS. The location is in the region of the 
maxima expected temperature, based on a cosine heat generation profile 
and the sodium coolant temperature at that point. Melting at that point 
is a strong indication of uniform BN properties. By nsing the local heat 
flux and teoperatnre conditions, we found the calculated BN thermal con
ductivity to be about one-third of that evidenced by a fully swaged FRS. 
Based on the calculated B.i conductivity, the physical dimensions of the 
FRS, snd a maximum safe heating element temperature of 1300°C, an antici
pated operation curve for the nonswaged FRS (Fig. 3) was obtained. 
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Table 6 . SKSL operational 
t e s t s of GNR-L-11P 

Sodium stream 
_ a Power temperature Tine 
(kW) I w (n) 

Inlet Outlet 

20 445 620 5.0 
20 550 825 1.0 
24 650 1000 2.0 
28 550 1000 1.5 
29 550 1000 1.5 
31 550 1000 1.3. 

0.7* 34 550 1000 
1.3. 
0.7* 

Power data do not i n 
clude 2% of power diss ipated 
in terminals. 

Failure occurred. 
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Figure 4 i s a plot obtained froa V. Casal, KernforschangsTentrua 
(IfK), Karlsruhe, Geraany, of BN themal conductivity k TS density p for a 
powder-filled FKS. The calcnlated thermal conductivity for GNt-L-llP i s 
also p lot ted . Two i tens of interest are (1) the Casal data show that k i s 
strongly dependent on p for p > 70% and (2) the conductivity for -IIP i s 
approziaately doable the Casal anticipated ralme at the 83% density. This 
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higher-than-anticipated conductivity is probably the result of a high de
gree of radial orientation that was achieved with cold-pressed preforas; 
the Casal data are for random-to-axial favored orientation. The data also 
appear to indicate that an increase of about 5 to 7% in as-filled prefora 
density in an unswaged FRS stay yield values of BN thermal conductivity 
nearly as high as those for a fully swaged FRS, 

Based on this information, we initiated plans to fabricate a series 
of thermal conductivity cells for father investigation of the thermal 
conductivity vs the density relationship of BN preforms, meanwhile, pro
totype 6NB-L-12P was installed in the SRSL for tests. Our intent was to 
qualify the nonswaged FRS at 110% power (42 kW) and 1000*C and to deter
mine its thermal cycling capability. Table 7 summarizes this test opera
tion. 

Prototype GNE-L-12P survived more than 700 h ol tests, endured more 
th*n 2150 thermal transients, and operated at 110% of design power and at 
975*C cladding temperature before failure. The initial larger part of the 
operation, 6"93 h, was at steady-state test conditions that were similar to 
those expected in many of the CFTL bundle tests. The rod was then sub
jected to thermal transients that approximately simulated those antici
pated in CFTL tests in number and duration. At the completion of these 
steady-state and transient tests, both prototype -12P and three of the 
four internal thermocouples were still operational. The remaining inter
nal thermocouple broke at the terminal end during installation of the FRS 
in the test loop. Posttest continuity checks indicated that this thermo
couple wa* also still operational. 

Fuel rod simulator -12P was then intentionally operated at conditions 
approaching expected failure, failure occurred within about 25*C of the 
predicted failure of 950»C at 42 kW. Worth noting is that, in both this 
test and in that of GNR-L-11P, operation was normal up to the point of 
melting the Nichrome V heating element. This result indicates that the 
electrical resistance of the central BN preforms is adequate for oeration 
up to about 1400*C without failure. The central annular BN preform had 
previously been :erceived to be one possible weak point in FRS ability to 
operate at high temperatures. 



Table 7. Summary of test results for nons*a|ed rod OLR-L-12 In SRS6 

Test No. Operation 
aethod 

Power Maximum c ladding 
temperature 

(•C) 

Trans ient 
AT 

(•C) 

Period 
( • i n ) 

Number of c y c l e s 
( r e q u i r e d / 
completed) 

Tota l t i s u 
(h) Tes t No. Operation 

aethod Total kW V A 

113 .3 

Maximum c ladding 
temperature 

(•C) 

Trans ient 
AT 

(•C) 

Period 
( • i n ) 

Number of c y c l e s 
( r e q u i r e d / 
completed) 

Tota l t i s u 
(h) 

1 SS 2 9 . 4 261 

A 

113 .3 760 693 
2 Tran. 2 9 . 0 260 112 .0 760 236 1.0 0 /305 5 . 1 0 
3 Tran. 3 0 . 5 265 116 .0 760 56 1.0 150/184 3 . 1 0 
4 Tran. 30 .5 265 116.1 760 255 2 . 0 20/241 8 .0 
5 Tran. 3 1 . 0 266 117 .0 760 114 2 . 0 1200/1420 47 .3 
6 Tran. 3 1 . 0 266 117 .0 760 250 2 . 0 0 /34 1 .0 
7 SS 2 8 . 8 255 113 .0 710 0 .25 
8 SS 34 .6 280 123 .5 800 0 .08 
9 SS 3 9 . 4 300 131.5 900 0 . 0 2 

10 SS 4 3 . 4 315 137.8 900 0 . 5 8 t>> 
11 SS 4 5 . 0 322 140 .0 900 0 . 2 8 ee 
12 SS 4 3 . 3 315 136 .0 900 0 . 0 8 
13 SS 4 3 . 3 315 1 3 6 . 0 932 0 . 6 7 
14 SS 43 .3 315 136 .0 968 0 .17 
IS SS 4 3 . 3 315 135 .8 972 0 . 3 7 
1$ SS 4 3 . 3 315 135 .8 

SS = steady-state operation; Tran. - transient operation. 
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The radial temperature difference (AT) between the sodiwa stress and 
the internal theraocoaple indications was higher in a nouswaged than in a 
swaged FRS. An average AT of 115*C that was measured at 30 k¥ and 760*C 
sodiun outlet teaperatnre in aonswaged prototypes GNR-L-11P and -12P cost-
pares with 78*C for swaged prototype GR-L-10P that was aeasnred under the 
saae conditions. The large AT for a nonswaged FRS was expected and is 
attributed to the lower BN theraal conductivity and the lower contact 
pressure between the heating eleaent and the stainless steel cladding 
and thermocouples that is caused by the elimination of swaging daring 
fabrication. 

2.4 Phase III - Conductivity Cell Fabrication and Testina 

A series of conductivity cells was fabricated and tested to obtain 
inforaation about the effective theraal conductivity of the crushed cold-
pressed BN preforms in an FRS. Information was needed on the relationship 
of conductivity to inner and annular BN density. PRS power, cladding tem
per store, and the fabrication process. Test cells were a simple, effec
tive means of obtaining this information. Nine test cells were fabricated 
in parallel with the last two phases of FRS development, and information 
gained from them is summarized in this section. 

The conductivity cell configuration is similar to that of the CFTL 
FRS (Fig. 2) except that it has a heated length of 30.5 cm and the center 
terminal (current return) is replaced with a 1.5-mm thermocouple. The 
current return is provided by attaching the far end of the heating element 
to the cell cladding and grounding the cladding to complete the electrical 
circnit. Some cells contain the FRS sheath thermocouples, and some do not 
(Table 1). 

A Water Cooled Test Stand (WCTS) was fabricated to test the cells. 
Each test cell was mounted horizontally in the WCTS. Two or three thermo
couples were attached to the outer cladding surface in an intrinsic junc
tion configuration. All junctions were located in the radial plane that 
contains the junction of the central thermocouple and at equidistances 
around the perimeter. 
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Figure S summarizes thermal conductivity k vs power for the WCTS 
tes t s of the conductivity c e l l s . The data were repeatable to within +10*. 
Pertinent information gleaned from the conductivity c e l l t e s t s inclndes: 

1 . Thermal conductivity k is sensi t ive to the d i f ferent ia l thermal 
expansion of the heating element and the BN insulat ion. 

2 . In t e s t c e l l s -13S-18S, thermal conductivity reached a maximum 
value of about 80% of that achievable with a powder-filled swaged rod, 
c o l l s -20S and -31S demonstrated a thermal conductivity about equal to 
that of a powder-filled swaged rod, and -30S achieved a value about equal 
to swaged, BN preform rods. 
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3. Thermal conductivity is sensitive to the density of both the 
inner and onter annular preforms. The degree of the dependence is not 
clear, bvt the major dependence appears to be on the onter annnlns 
preforms. 

4. The value of thermal condnctivity as a function of density is 
always higher for the condnctivity cells than is the value from the Casal* 
data for powder-filled FKS (Fig. 4). 

The cladding was held at an approximately constant temperature in the 
boiling water in the WCTS. The cell center temperature, measured with the 
central thermocouple, varied with heat flux and reached temperatures as 
much as 250*C higher than the heat sink temperature at the high heat flux 
values. The thermal expansion associated with this radial AT tightens up 
the internal cell components and increases the contact pressure between 
the heating element BN and the internal surface of the cladding. The lev
eling off of the thermal conductivity vs power (heat flux), because of 
internal thermal expansion, indicates the maximum effective thermal con
ductivity that we achieved. 

The variations in k from test cell to test cell were primarily caused 
by annular BN preform density. Test cell -30S, fabricated with TS-1449 
powder, had the highest annular density of ~90% TD. Orientation also has 
a contributory effect but appears less important. Chapter 3 discusses BN 
preforms in detail. 

Test cells GNR-L-19S and -20S were fabricated primarily to evaluate 
the effects of fabrication techniques and inner preform material on the 
effective outer annular thermal conductivity. 

Cell -19S was fabricated to be similar to -17S and -18S but with a 
Kanthal A-l heating element. The newly developed Kanthal-to-nickel laser 
butt weld, joining the heating element to the tubular terminal, was evalu
ated from both fabrication and operational standpoints. The test cell was 
successfully fabricated and tested in the WCTS. The weld joint endured 
several hundred severe thermal transients without failure or degradation. 
On the basis of this question, the decision was made to fabricate several 
Kanthal A-l elements for full-length prototypes. 

Test cell GNT-L-20S also contained a Kanthal heating element but was 
primarily fabricated to test newly developed 85% MgO-BN central preforms. 
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The hybrid preforms were intended to provide increased internal thermal 
expansion and thns increase the thermal conductance at the enter annular 
preform interfaces. The preforms were developed and fabricated locally 
and contained BN only to increase their pressability. Tie postpurifica-
tion strength was less than that previomsly experienced with BN preforms 
but war adeqwate for fabrication. 

Figure 5 demonstrates the increase in effective annnlar BN thermal 
conductivity of test cell -20S by comparison with a similar test cell. 
-14S, which contained central BN preforms bat equivalent annular preforms. 
An increase in thermal conductivity of 10 to 15% is evident for cell -20S, 
indicating that the MgO-BN preform is effective. However, low-power ther
mal conductivity is still relatively, low, and the maximum values obtained 
are less than those measured for the swaged construction. Although the 
use of MgO-based central preforms improves operational conditions, this 
improvement alone apparently will not increase maximum power for the non-
svaged FRS sufficiently to match that of the swaged FRS. 

To investigate further the dependence between thermal conductivity 
and operating conditions, conductivity cell 6NT-L-14S was tested in the 
SRSL to higher temperatures than achieved in the WCTS. Figure 6 summa
rizes the test results. Although the value of thermal conductivity was 
reasonably constant as a function of power, it decreased with increased 
cladding temperatures. The thermal expansion of the stainless steel 
cladding apparently offsets the salubrious effects of the thermal expan
sion of the FRS internal components and, thus, lowers the effective ther
mal conductivity. 

2.5 Phase IV - Extension of FRS Capabilities 

The successful fabrication and operation of nonswaged FRSs GNR-L-11P 
and GNR-L-12P and the good nonswaged annular thermal conductivity demon
strated with the test cells led to the program decision to use the non
swaged FRS as the reference design. However, some sacrifice in unifor
mity of heat-flux profile occurs during a power transient, as indicated by 
infrared scan and by rod reliability. Additionally, some reliability is 
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ferent temperature levels for CFIL conductivity cell GNT-L-14S. 

sacrificed because the heating eleaent reaches necessarily a higher tem
perature in the nonswaged FRS for a given operating condition when cow-
pared with the swaged FRS. Both sacrifices are the direct consequence of 
reductions in the themal conductivity and in the density of BN that can 
be achieved with a nonswaged FRS. 

However, areas where both operational capability and reliability of 
the nonswaged FRS can be improved are: 

1. increase in BN prefom density and consequent theraal conductivity, 
2. further improvements in fabrication techniques, and 
3. the use of Eanthal A-l instead of Nichrome V as the heating element 

material. 

Iteas 1 and 2 were investigated through the fabrication and testing of 
thermal conductivity cells, reported in Sect. 2.4. Item 3 is the subject 
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of prototype GNK-L-15P and -16P (the K in GNK denotes a Kanthal A-l alloy 
heating element). 

Prototypes -ISP and -16P were fabricated primarily to test the capa
bility of the Kanthal material to withstand the fabrication operations and 
the thermal cyd ing of CFTL FRSs. The postf abrication inspections of pro-
totyy« -15P revealed that the laser weld joint between the Kanthal heating 
element and the associated tubular nickel lead had failed. Although pre
vious weld tests with Kanthal had been successfully completed, the new pro
cedure was obviously not successful with prototype -ISP. 

Prototype -16P, which contains a constant width heating element made 
of Kanthal A-l alloy, was fabricated successfully. Extensive prefabrica-
«ion testing of the weld joint at the nickel-Kanthal interface proved it 
to be very durable. The prototype was tested in the HTS; Table 8 summa-
rizes these tests. 

The primary intent of the -16P tests was to determine the stability 
of the laser-welded butt joint between the Kanthal and the adjoining 
nickel tube under high thermal stress conditions. Thermal transients were 
conducted in which the rise rate and then the cladding temperature were 

Table 8. Summary of rod GNK-L-16P operational 
tests in the HTS 

Power Maximum cladding Transient Period Number of Total 
Test (kW) temperature 

<°C) 
AT 

(°C) 
(min) cycles time 

(h) 

1 2.3 730 380 3.0 81 4.05 
2 3.5 870 520 3.0 112 5.60 
3 6.0 860 520 3.0 70 3.50 
4 6.0 1010 675 3.0 42 2.10 
5 7.5 1065 705 3.0 160 8.00 
6 7.o 1075 705 3 .0 224 11.20 
7 1.8 700 a 11.00 
8 1180 b 1.0+ 

°Steady state . 
Slow increase to failure. 
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increased with each test. The second objective was to determine thermo
couple lifetime under relatively large and rapid thental transient condi
tions, such as in tests 2—7. 

The Kanthal-nickel tube butt weld operated normally through 689 tran
sients and 46.S h of operation before failing. The weld area has been 
sectioned and analyzed to obtain more detailed information. Its success
ful operation throughout the severe transients and the results of the met
allurgical examination indicate that the weld is reliable enough to permit 
the use of Kanthal A-l heating elements in GCFR-CFTL FRSs. 

Rod 6NK-L-16P contained three modified-grounded-junction thermocou
ples and one grounded-junction thermocouple. Table 9 lists the cycles to 
failure of each. 

The thermal transients in the -16P tests were more severe than those 
anticipated in the first CFTL test bundle. The failure of all three modi-
fied-grounded-junction thermocouples before failure of the grounded-junc-
tion type is an indication that the modified-grounded junction is less 
reliable than the grounded junction. The modified-grounded junction is 
a low-mass junction that is welded directly to the cladding and, hence, 
should experience the effect? of differential thermal expansion more di
rectly than the grounded-junction thermocouple. However, insulated-junc
tion thermocouples have been shown to be the most reliable, possibly be
cause additional ther al shock resistance is supplied by the insulator 
material. 

Table 9. Rod GNK-L-16P thermocouple 
transient cycles before failure 

_ . Junction Cycles to Thermocouple ' type failure 

1 HUT*1 305 
2 MSJ 347 
3 HGJ 505 
4 GJ> 684 
Modified-grounded junction. 

b Grounded junction. 
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A series of six rod prototypes, GMK-L-21P thromgh -26P, were fabri
cated and tested. Prototypes -21P, -23P, and -25P were tested in the HTS 
while -22P, -24P. and -26P, were tested in the SRSL. 

Tests in the HTS were intended to (1) deteniae the reliability of 
rod internal thermocouples under thermal transient conditions, (2) deter
mine the capability of an FRS to withstand 1000 to 1200*C operation, and 
(3) determine if operation of the FRS was possible at or near the melting 
temperature (1375*C) for the cladding. 

All prototypes contained Kanthal A-l heating elements, and all heat
ing elements were variable width except that of -21P. Table 1 summarizes 
the pertinent components of each prototype. 

Tables 10 and 11 summarize the steady-state and transient operations, 
respectively, of the three rod prototypes tested in the HTS. 

Rod GNK-L-21P survived 309 h of steadysta-J tests, including over 
40 h at ).100*C, and successfully completed almost 4000 thermal cycles 
typical of or more severe than those expected in CFTL operation. Although 
the thermocouples began to experience errors as the testing progressed, 
none tailed because of thermal element grain growth and thermal expansion 
induced strains. This was significant and demonstrated that, in the non-
swaged rod, thermocouples are far less susceptible to these modes of fail
ure. The Kanthal-to-nickel laser butt weld also successfully survived all 
operational tests. 

At one point during tests of rod -21P, rod power was inadvertently in
creased from near 5.5 to 15 kW for 9 s while operating at 1100*C cladding 
temperature. Although all thermocouples went off scale, the cladding tem
perature was estimated to have reached 1350*C. The internal temperature 
of the nickel rod almost surely reached the melting point during this ex
cursion, although no evidence of damage could be detected with electrical 
checks. However, the rod failed later while being operated at 1100'C 
cladding temperature for thermocouple calibration checks. Failure oc
curred by melting of the cladding at several places along the heated 
length, indicating severe temperature variations. 

The tests conducted on 0NI-L-23P were approximately the sfcne as those 
conducted on GNK-L-21P. A total of 284 h of steady-state operation was 
logged, 32 h at 1100*C cladding temperature. Nearly 5000 thermal cycles 
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Table 10. Steady-state operation of rod 
prototypes in the BIS 

Maximum 
Rod Power 

(kW) 
cladding 

temperature 
(•C) 

Tine 
(h) Medina 

GNK-L-21P 1.9 700 125 
GHK-L-21P 3.1 870 121.5 
GNK-L-21P 4.4 1000 19 
GNK-L-21P 5.5 1100 40.5 
GNK-L-21P 6.8 1200 1 
GNK-L-23P 0.2 350 1 
GMC-L-23P 1.5 700 119 
GNK-L-23P 2.4 870 23 
GNK-L-23P 2.7 930 90 
GMC-L-23P 3.4 1000 19 
GNK-L-23P 4.6 1100 32 
GNK-L-25P 1.6 700 95 Vacuum 
GNK-L-25P 2.6 820 0.033 Vacuum 
GNI-L-25P 3.0 920 0.02 Vacuum 
GMC-L-25P 3.4 995 0.03 Vacuum 
GMC-L-25P 3.7 1102 0.03 Vacuum 
GNK-L-25P 4.0 1220 0.05 Vacuum 
GHT-L-25P 4.2 1310 0.03 Vacuum 
GNK-L-25P 4.3 1380 0.03 Vacuum 
GNK-L-25P 4.7 1400 0.02 Vacuum 
GNK-L-25P 1.6 700 3 Helium 
GNL-L-25P 2.2 795 0.025 Helium 
GNI-L-25P 3.1 905 0.05 Helium 
GNK-L-25P 4.2 1005 0.08 Helium 
GML-L-25P 5.5 1100 0,02 Helium 
GNK-L 2̂5P 6.2 1200 0.02 Helium 
GNI-L-25P 7.2 1250 0.03 Helium 
GNK-L-25P 7.4 1260 0.03 Helium 
GNK-L-25P 7.9 1300 0.02 Helium 

were completed with ao damage to the FRS and no failure of the thermocou
ples. The rod failed after 32 h at 1100*C operation. Failure was appar
ently caused by a decreasing value of cladding emissivity caused by break
down of the tantalum coating. Without the tantalum coating, "thermal 
polishing" of, and consequent high temperatures in, the stainless steel 
cladding can occur within a natter of minutes. Failure analysis of the 
thermocouples indicated that both Chrome1 and Aluael thermoelements were 
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Table 11. Transient operation of rod 
prototypes in the HTS 

Mariana 
Rod Power 

(kW) 
cladding 
teaperatnre 

Tiae 
(h) Cycles Transient 

AT (»C) 

GNK-L-21P 0-3 750 106.6 3425 330 
GNK-L-21P 0-7 870 6.2 371 345 
GNK-L-21P 0-14.9 950 2.5 150 450 
GNK-L-21P 0-14.9 1300 0.02 1 350 
GNI-L-23P 0-1.5 750 2.3 68 325 
GNK-L-23P 0-3 750 10.7 640 200 
GML-L-23P 1-2 750 134.0 4020 150 
GNK-L-23P 0-1.5 750 0.8 22 330 
GNK-L-23P 0-6 870 3.8 230 320 
GNK-L-25P 0-1.6 700 3.3 200 350 

ductile, even though grains were large, as were the theraoeleaents in rod 
prototype GNK-L-21P, which underwent siailar tests. 

The priaary intent of tests on rod prototype GNK-L-25P was to obtain 
operational data at temperatures approaching the aelting point of the 
cladding. Approximately 100 h of steady-state operation at 700*C was 
logged to ensure that the rod was reliable before approach-to-aelting of 
the cladding (ATCM) tests were run. All thermocouples were operational at 
the start of the tests. 

Two test series were run. The first (see Table 10) involved opera
tion in vacuum froa 700 to 1380°C (as aeasured by a type S theraocouple 
welded to the cladding). Power was increased stepwise to provide tempera
ture increases of about 100*C. Measured cladding teaperature increased 
incrementally to 1400°C. At this point, the rod lost power, apparently 
because of an open circuit. We subsequently determined that an over-tea-
perature switch, set at 1400°C, had terminated the test. A total opera
tional time of 11 min from 1000 to 1400*J was sustained without damage. 

The second test series involved operation from 700 to 1300°C in low-
pressure (~70 kPa) helium (Table 10). A total operational tine of 11 min 
at temperatures from 1000 to 1300°C WAS sustained before failure occurred 
at 7.9 kf and 1300*C cladding surface temperature. Becanse ot the helium 
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environment, the power at the highest temperature was twice that in the 
previous vacuum test. 

Failure in rod -25P was caused by the melting of the nickel center 
rod. The increased heat flux, compared with the vacuum test, raised 
the rod internal temperature sufficiently to cause the nickel to melt 
(T «= 1425*C) at a cladding temperature of 1300»C. These tests indicate 
stable operation to cladding temperatures approaching 1300*C at power lev
els larger than anticipated for GCFK depressurization tests. 

High-temperature and transient tests on these three prototypes veri
fied that operation in the 1000 to 1200*C regime is possible and that very 
limited operation is possible up to and including melting temperature of 
the cladding. 

No rod internal thermocouples were lost during testing, although all 
three prototypes encountered conditions more severe than anticipated in 
the CFTL. Failure analysis of thermocouples in the prototypes indicated 
that, unlike the thermocouples in swaged prototypes that encountered simi
lar testing, the thermoelements were very ductile. This is despite the 
fact that grains were very large and often traversed the entire cross sec
tion. 

This serendipitous, but unexplained, phenomenon was discussed with 
Dr. Brian Ralph from Cambridge University, l'nglt-d, during his visit to 
ORNL in 1979. 3e is a metallurgist who has sper considerable time exam
ining material grain boundaries and materials p.^ocrties associated with 
them. Consulting with Dr. Ralph during his brief visit led us to suspect 
strongly that void growth during FRS testing, caused by levels of 5 to 10% 
cold work (prestrain) either residual from thermocouple fabrication or put 
into the thermocouples during FRS fabrication, is responsible for the 
brittle behavior of thermocouples in previously tested swaged rods, such 
as -7P, 

Apparently, when the thermocouples are strained (by FRS swaging, 
pulling to straighten, or other causes), microcracks appear around mate
rial inclusions. These sites result in the nucleation and growth of voids 
later during high-temperature operation, which causes naterial recrystal-
lization. The voids form at grain boundaries, reduce the grain boundary 
cross section, and drastically weaken the material. Although lower levels 
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of prestrain «1%) associated with nonswaged rods probably re sa l t in a 
• inor degree of aicrocracking, they apparently do not add enongh energy to 
the system to indw.ee void nneleation and growth. Thus, i t appears that 
the aajor necessary ingredient for swccessfnl l o n g - l i f e high-teaperatnr* 
operation of 0 .5-aa type K thezmocoaples i s siaply to keep the prestrain 
l e v e l s <1 or 2%, which i s in t r ins i c with the nonswaged rod design. 

Results from tes t ing rod prototypes -22?, -24P. and -26P in the S1SL 
were not as encouraging as those obtained with BIS operation of -21P, 
-23P, and -25P. Tables 12 and 13 saeaarize the steady-state and transient 
tes t operations, respect ive ly . 

Rod GNK-L-22P endured 928 transient cycles and operated a total of 
247.5 h at steady state before f a i l v r e . Most transient cycles were froa 
350 to 600*C sodiva teaperatare (3(5 to 650*C cladding teaperatnre) and of 
1 to 2 ain with step changes in power between 18.8 and 41 kf. Host of the 
steady-state operation was at 30 kf and (50«C aaxiava cladding teapera
tnre. 

The rod fa i l ed when being cycled froa 0 to 30 kf at 1000*C cladding 
teaperatare. Failure was caused by a crack in the nickel center conductor 

Table 12. Steady-state operation of 
rod prototypes in the SRSL 

. . Power M " i — c l / d d i n « Ti-e 
Rod { k f ) *«»«£»" ( n ) 

GNI-L-22P 20 650 25 
GNI-L-22P 30 (50 221.4 
GNI-L-22P 30 1000 1.0 
GNI>Î -24P 8.5 500 3.C 
GNI-L-24P 8 500 1.0 
6NK-L^24P 20 (50 0.5 
GNI-L-24P 30 750 0.5 
GNK-I^24P 38.5 710 8.8 
GNI-I^2(P 10.6 750 2.0 
ONI-I^26P 19.1 750 10.5 
GNI-I^2(P 28.7 780 21.0 

http://indw.ee
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Table 13. Transient operation of rod 
prototypes in the SKS6 

Bod Power 
(W) 

Maxima cladding 
temperature 

(•C) 
Time 
(h) Cycles Transient 

AT (»C) 

CMK-L-22P 19-41 600 23.1 925 250 
GNE-L-22P 0-30 1000 0.05 3 300 
GNK-L-24P 0-30 750 5.5 495 300 
GNC-L-26P 0-19.1 750 3.3 290 250 

at abont 25 em (1 in.) from the ground end of the heating element. Appar
ently, the combination of rapid rise in power and cladding temperature 
brought the nickel rod to the point of failure. The four type K, insu
lated-junction thermocouples endured all the thermal transient operations 
without failure. 

Fabrication problems had occurred at the ground end of the heating 
element with -22P. The variable width Kanthal A-l heating element is very 
strong at room temperature and difficult to work. The fabrication process 
required that the nickel end plug, inserted before the inner BN preforms 
were installed, should be removed after preform installation to permit 
electrical checks. The removal and reinaertion of the end plug proved to 
be difficult, disturbing the adjacent BN preforms and causing loss of 
density and good heat transfer contact. 

Although the fabrication procedure was modified, essentially the same 
conditions were experienced during fabrication of rod prototype GH-L-24P. 
The infrared scans of -24P indicated that the density and contact loss was 
even more severe than that on -22P, but we decided to test the prototype 
because useful information could still be obtained. 

The rod endured abont 10 and 9 h, respectively, of transient and 
steady-state operation at s maxima cladding temperature of about 750*C 
and power levels to 38 kW before failure. Postfailure examinations re
vealed that failure occurred in the nickel center conductor near the 
ground end at the point of minimus annular BN density as indicated on the 
infrared scan. The reduced density (and thus thermal conductivity) re
sulted in about 25% reduction in expected rod capability. 
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The end plug fabrication procedure was changed for 6NC-L-26P so that 
the nickel end ping could be removed with the heating eleaent still en
cased. Although this aodification resulted in an absolute ainiaua of 
disturbance to the inner BN preforms during fabrication, we learned that 
even spot welding the heating eleaent to the nickel end plug partially 
loosened the preform adjacent to it, again resulting in lower than antici
pated local BN density. These problens also occurred on rod prototypes 
tested in the HTS, but the lower power levels of operation and a rela
tively constant axial teaperature made the consequences much less severe. 

Because the low-density region was less severe than with -24P, we 
decided to test -26P in the SRSL. Operation was normal throughout the 
tests, which were conducted for about 6 to 7 h each day. On the beginning 
of the ninth day, we discovered that the current-carrying circuit was 
open. The rod was removed, inspected, and found to have an opening in the 
central nickel rod about 10 ma froa the end plug. The nickel rod was 
pulled apart by thermal stresses; it had operated very close to its melt
ing point, siailarly to rod prototypes -22P and -24P. There WAS also evi
dence of a low-aelting (1080*C) boron-nickel eutectic foraed at the grain 
boundaries of the nickel rod, and the grains within the rod were very 
large, with some traversing the entire 2.16-mm cxo*t section. 

The boron-nickel eutectic was located primarily at the nickel grain 
boundaries, indicating that the eutectic was formed at a temperature below 
the melting point (~1425*C) of the nickel. However, rod prototypes -IIP 
and -12P had been tested previously at more severe conditions, and the 
eutectic had not foraed. Therefore, it caii only be assumed at this point 
that the low inner BN density it the primary cause. This is also sup
ported by the occurrence of the failure adjacent to the end plug, which 
should have been at a lower teaperature than the "hot spot" resion located 
about 0.25 a up into the heating element. 

2.6 Phase V ~ Development of 8-ma Nonswaaed PKS 

Rod GNI-L-27P was the first 8-mm-diaa prototype for the CFTL FRS to 
be fabricated. It contained no thermocouples and was fabricated with 
preforms pressed locally. Several fabrication problems were encountered, 
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primarily with tooling, as is normal when a major dimensional redesign of 
a rod occurs. The same problems with low density of the inner BN preforms 
were again encountered in the nickel end plug region, largely because of 
the increased rigidity of the variable width heating element. The heating 
element diameter had been increased from 4.24 to 4.75 mm, and the nickel 
rod diameter increased from 2.16 to 2.59 mm as part of the design change. 
These changes resulted in less internal terminal heating and increased 
strength of the central nickel rod and the heating element. 

The rod was tested in the SISL, and the operation is summarized in 
Table 14. The rod failed at 35.3 kW power with the cladding temperature 
near 950*C. Failure analysis showed that the ground end of the nickel rod 
had been close to the melting point, and there were several tracks along 
the nickel rod adjacent to the heated section. These results closely 
paralleled those for rod -26P, except that the nickel rod of -26P exhib
ited failure near the ground end only. 

The fabrication procedure was further modified to correct the local
ized low-density region. A fixture was devised to eliminate virtually all 
movement of the heating element near the end plug area during inspection 
and welding. 

The presence of a boron-nickel entectic that was found in the rod was 
considered to be cause for concern no matter what the conditions. Boron 

Table 14. Summary of operational 
testing of rod prototype 

GNI-Lr-27P 

Sod Sodium outlet Time a 
power temperature conditii 
(kW) (•C) (h) 

10.0 704 6.8 
19.0 704 21.5 
19.0 777 20.5 
20.0 927 7.3 
26.6 500 0.5 
26.0 927 3.0 
30.0 927 10.0 
35.3 927 0.1 
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has very little solubility in nickel, so a eutectic phase can occur above 
1080*C at levels of 280 ppa boron in nickel. This boron aast font froa the 
BN to be available. No reliable data have been found on dissociation of 
BN to boron, bnt probably very little BN will dissociate at our operating 
teaperstores. Both the dissociation and the eatectic phase foraation de
pend on tiae. Although this aay liait the useful life of the FRS at high 
teaperatures, tests in the BTS at siailar high—teaperature conditions of 
the nickel rod did not show the foraation of the boron-nickel eutectic to 
be a problea. Because of the possible tiae-teaperature liaitation of a 
boron-nickel eutectic foraation and because of the probable increase in 
operating capability, the use of MgO central preforas as a substitute was 
pursued. 

Eagle-Picher Industries, Incorporated (EPI), the BN prefora fabrica
tor, agreed to fabricate a saall quantity of MgO preforas for our evalua
tion. Upon their receipt, a short test cell was fabricated to evaluate 
filling procedures. Severe spa1ling occurred when the preforas were in 
the copper region. The copper rod was reduced in diaaeter by swaging froa 
4.02 to 3.78 aa, but the spelling persisted. Spelling did not occur in 
the nickel terminals region. Evidently, the soft copper (annealed during 
brazing the nickel and copper rod and tubular terainals) interacts with 
the hardened, relatively spherical MgO particles. MgO, unlike BN, does 
not slide along the aaterial surface, but instead "digs" into it. 

Discussions with the prefora manufacturer, as well as our own inves
tigations, indicated that MgO powder properties, such as aaxiaua particle 
size, particle size distribution, hardness, and particle shape, contrib
uted to these poor results. Magnesia crystallites are harder than those 
of BN and are approximately spherical, whereas BN crystallites are flat, 
thin platelets, which tend to slide over each other. 

These discouraging results made it clear that if cold-pressed MgO 
preforas were to be aade usable for the CFTL FRS, then a thorough analysis 
and optimization of the powder properties for fsbricability was needed. A 
decision was aade to retain BN preform for use in the FRS* for the first 
bundle and to continue the investigation into a potentially useful MgO 
preform. 
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Nonswaged rod prototype GNK-L-29P was uninstrumented and contained 
inner BN preforms fabricated frost TS-1449 powder made by EPI and outer BN 
preforms fabricated locally frost the same powder. The TS-1449, a new, 
high-purity powder siailar to HCM, was developed by Union Carbide Corpora
tion, Peraa, Ohio, in cooperation with OKNL. 

Arcing and breakdown of the inner BN insolation was encountered, and 
investigation of the defect revealed a very thin (~2.5 mm) "will scale" 
on the surface of the Kanthal A-l starting material used to fabricate the 
variable width heating elements. Although the heating elements were sub
jected to extensive quality assurance activity, the scale had not been de
tected. When the Kanthal sheet material was cut and then wound into heat
ing elements, regions of the scale became loose on the surface. When some 
of the coils were used subsequently to fabricate active component assem
blies, pieces of the loose scale chipped off and were deposited within the 
inner annular BN. Electrical high-potential tests subsequently indicated 
that the insulation was contaminated. 

Efforts to remove the scale were unsuccessful, so the heating ele
ments had to be rejected. The Kanthal Corporation, supplier of the mate
rial, replaced the defective strip at co cost. Heating elements fabri
cated from the new material, as well as from Kanthal A-l from another lot, 
were acceptable. 

The short circuits in the rod prototype were partially cleared, and a 
decision was made to test it in the HTS. Table 15 summarizes these tests. 

Table 15. HTS operational tests of rod 
prototype 6NK-L-29P 

Rod Maximum clad Transient Number Time of 
power temperature AT of operation 
(kW) (°C) (•C) cycles (h) 
0.39 360 SS° 0.5 
1.03 710 ss 73.0 
1.0 680 ss 47.0 
12.0 900 600 3 0.1 

SS • steady-state operation. 
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The rod prototype operated normally for 120 h a t ~700*C clad tempera
ture. The power was being adjusted for transient operation, and the rod 
had reached 900*C cladding temperature on a 12 s ramp at 12 kW when the 
heating element shorted t o the nickel return rod through the inner BN i n 
sulat ion. Postfai lure examination showed that the short c i r c u i t occurred 
in the region that vas contaminated with Kanthal scale during fabricat ion. 

Rod prototypes GNK-L-32P and GNK-L-33P were successfully fabricated 
with the new Kanthal A-1 heating elements. GNK-L-32P contained s i x type K, 
Inconel-sheathed thermocouples procured from Groth-Maxur Industries (GMT) 
for CFTL FRS; GNK-L-3aP contained four GMT thermocouples and tw> type S 
(Pt vs Pt-60% Rh) thermocouples sheathed in platinum. 

Table 16 summarizes operational t e s t s on -32P i n the SRSL. Steady-
state operation of prototype GNK-L-32P was i n i t i a l l y completed while a 
500-kV CFTL power supply was being ins ta l l ed adjacent to the SRSL. The 
prototype was then thermally cycled using th i s new power supply for more 
than 4 d continuously before fa i lure . The fa i lure was caused by the cen
tral nickel rod melting and occurred during weekend operation, so an accu
rate assessment of conditions leading to the fa i lure was not poss ib le . 
However, a l l normal expected CFTL operational conditions were met or ex
ceeded before fa i lure , and more than four times the anticipated CFTL ther
mal transients were completed without a single rod thermocouple fa i lure . 

Rod prototype GNK-L-33P was tested in the HTS. Table 17 summarizes 
i t s operation. 

Table 16 . Operational t e s t s of rod prototype 
GNK-L-32P in the SRSL 

Rod 
power 

Loop temperature 
(°C) 

Maximum 
cyeling 
AT 
(•C) 

Number 
of 

cycles 

Total 
operating 

(kt) Inlet Outlet 

Maximum 
cyeling 
AT 
(•C) 

Number 
of 

cycles time 
(h) 

0 
29.0 
32.8-3 
28.0-0 
Total 1 

.3 

time 

350 
370 
370 
370 

350 
650 
700 
650 

165 
125 

220 
7892 

175 
442 
2.5 
90 
709.5 
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Table 17. Operational tests of rod 
prototype GNK-L-33P in the BTS 

Rod 
pover 

Cladding 
temperature 

Total 
operation 
time 
(h) 

Number of 
thermal 

(kW) (•C) 

Total 
operation 
time 
(h) cycles 

0.3 370 50 
1.0 720 265 
1.2 700 720? 

700-870 . 
425-1000 

914 
£»-2.5 

700 720? 
700-870 . 
425-1000 

137.5 8.250 
0-8.6 

700 720? 
700-870 . 
425-1000 106 4.240 

Tctal time 1.472.5 
Total number of thermal cycles 12.490 

a Temperature change at constant pover 
was because of cladding emissivity changes. 

b Thermal cycling operations. 

A total of 1472.5 h vas logged on -33P, of vhich 1229 were steady 
state, and most of these (914) were at ~700*C. The rod endured a total of 
12,490 thermal cycles in 243.5 h of operation. Over 4000 very severe (425 
to 1000'C in 15 s) cycles were conducted before rod failure. All four 
type K (Chromel-Aluvel) thermocouples remained operational throughout the 
entire test. This is additional verification that the short lifetime of 
type K small-diameter thermocouples experienced with earlier prototypes 
has been increased considerably. Both of the type S (Pt vs Pt-10% Rh) 
thermocouples failed early in the operation. 

Rod failure vas caused by a short between the heating element and the 
central rod located "40 cm from the upper terminal. This placed the en
tire potential of 148 V across ~0.6 Q, resulting in a heat flux of ap
proximately twice the design rating of 200 W/cm* during the "on" position 
of the thermal cycle. This resulted in temperatures high enough to melt 
the heating element and nickel rod in a region about 25 cm long. Failure 
occurred when internal pressure blew a hole in the stainlsss sheath, 
ejecting molten nickel and Kanthal A-l alloy and causng an open circuit. 

Table 18 summarizes operational tests on rod prototype GNI-L-34P. the 
last CFTL prototype to be fabricated and tested. This prototype contained 
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Tab?e 18. Operational tests of rod 
prototype GM-L-34P in the SRSL 

Rod 
power 

Loop temperature Maxiaim 
cycling 
AT 
(•C) 

Number 
of 

cycles 

Total 
operating 

(kW) Inlet Outlet 

Maxiaim 
cycling 
AT 
(•C) 

Number 
of 

cycles time 
(h) 

0 350 350 75 
28.6 350 600 415 
28.6-0 350 655 125 5800 66 
Total tine 556 

six Inconel 600 sheathed, type 1 thermocouples that were procured for the 
bundle AG1. All six thermocouples operated normally throughout 415 h of 
ppwired, steady-state testing and 66 h of thermal transient testing that 
included 5800 thermal cycles. The rod failed in a manner siailar to that 
of -32P. Analysis indicated the presence of a low melting boron-nickel 
eutetlic reaction. The reaction appeared to proceed quite slowly but 
weakened the Ni control rod. eventually causing failure. The reaction, 
when complete, reduces the equivalent nickel melting point from 1450 to 
~1000°C, which limits both lifetime and thermal cycling ability of the 
rods. This problem could be eliminated with the u?e of central MgO cold-
pressed insulators. However, project closeout did not permit us to try to 
accomplish this goal. 

All normal requirements were aet, and long-term transient operation 
was demonstrated. Completion of testing on this prototype ended fabrica
tion and testing on CFTL FRS. The task of obtaining a usable MgO central 
prefora was not completed. Although operational requirements could be met 
with the FRS in their present design state, the increased thermal expan
sion of a central MgO preform would enhance operation by increasing annu
lar radial thermal conductivity and eliminating the boron-nickel reaction. 
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3. BN PREFORM DEVELOPMENT 

The need fox hig\-reliability, state-of-the-art FRSs for nse in high 
and low feett flux high-temperature transient experiments for several ORNL 
programs has accelerated the development of manufacturing techniques for 
cold-pressed BN preforms. The initial preform development and nse are 
more fully detailed in Ref. 5. 

The major advantages of BN preforms include (1) ease of FRS manufac
ture; (2) closer dimensional control; (3) more uniform insulation density 
and, therefore, more uniform thermal conductivity and heat flux; (4) im
proved inspectability and purification of BN preforms with appropriate re
jection of contaminated items; (5) almost complete elimination of process-
induced contaminants during the installation and compaction of BN pre
forms; (6) lower FRS internal temperature because of higher thermal con
ductivity and, thus, better reliability; (7) improved (essentially perfect) 
heating element concentricity with the FRS sheath; and (8) improved tran
sient and high-temperature (>1000*C) lifetime for FRS internal thermocou
ples by elimination of swage-induced cold work. 

Because of the advantages inherent in the use of preforms, the in
creased need for FRS reliaoility in large bundles, the greater severity of 
testing conditions, and the strict FRS procurement schedules dictated by 
large bundles, a vigorous BN preform development effort was initiated some 
years ago. This development effort has recently culminated in the ready 
availability of high-quality preforms on a production basis. 

The fabrication process for cold-pressed BN preform consists of pow
der pretreatment, pressing, and purification. Prior to the development of 
automatic lubrication techniques for preform die bodies, pretreatment wss 
necessary for successful pressing. It is now an option, depending upon 
the preform properties desired. Pretreatment is useful if radial crystal
lite orientation (and thus thermal conductivity for a given preform den
sity) is to be enhanced ot if increased structural integrity is desired. 

Pressing development included utilization of double-acting presses 
and the determination of appropriate pressure, dwell time, final density 
(and density variation), lubrication, and pellet expansion parameters. 
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Processes have also been developed to press cylindrical preforms with 
axial grooves. Purification techniques were developed to reduce the con
centration of fabrication-induced impurities to levels that would permit 
high-temperature operation (1300*C and higher). 

3.1 Powder Pretreatment 

Pretreatment consists of ball-milling the powder in reagent-grade 
hexane with an alumina ball mill for 4 to 12 h to achieve a submicron par
ticle size. The powder is then slurried in a solution of organic lubri
cant such as camphor or acetone-1 wt % stearic acid in h'^ane, the mixture 
is allowed tc settle before the liquid is decanted, and the remaining 
slurry is dried by evaporation. A small amount of the lubricant (<0.5%) 
remains on the particle surface to lubricate and to act as a pressure-
transmitting agent during pressing. The powder is prepressed in ~lOO-g 
batches at 280 to 840 kg/cm*. The resulting large pellet is then broken 
up with a mortar and pestle and screened through sizing sieves. This pro
duces a powder composed of agglomerates 0.05 to 0.5 mm in diameter, having 
a tap density of 0.5 to 0.7 g/cm*. Tap density is the BN density after 
the measuring vessel is lightly tapped. 

3.2 Preform Pressing 

The development of cold-pressed BN preforms was initiated at ORNL us
ing low-volume laboratory-scale techniques. Similar high-quality preforms 
are now provided on an automated basis by EPI, Miami Research Laboratory, 
Miami, Oklahoma. To obtain preforms that are of uniform density (+1%) and 
that have a length-to-diameter ratio of 2:1 (or more) requires a double-
ended hydraulic press that can supply a constant pressure up to 5250 kg/ 
cm* for a minimum of 1 s. Lubrication of the die wall contacting the 
outer surface of the preform is required in most cases, even with the use 
of lubricated powders. Of the several agents tested, a solution of 1% 
stearic acid in acetone *as found to be the most suitable for die body 
lubrication. 
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A typical die designed for manually pressing tabular prefons is 
shown in Fig. 7. Although simple in construction, the die must be fabri
cated to very close tolerances to prevent seizure from powder buildup on 
its inner and outer faces. Additionally, the die body cavity and contact
ing parts must have hard, smooth, low-friction surfaces. Dies for auto
matic production of BN preforms are more sophisticated. They contain tool-
steel punches having a hardness value of Rockwell C58 to 60, with a die 
body containing a tuagsten carbide insert. The die body has a 7.5* bevel 
for 19.0 mm on the top to facilitate gradual expansion of the preform cis 

ORNL PHOTO 6383-77 

Fig. 7. FN preform die for manually pressing preforms. 
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it exits froa the die. Approximately 2.5% increase in OD and 1.75% in
crease in ID occur as the prefora is reaoved froa the die and purification 
subsequently takes place. 

Initially, only solid or cylindrical preforas were pressed. For 
those FRSs that contained internal theraocouples, annular BN preforas were 
initially grooved using a broaching device. Instrumented FRSs for the 
CFIL have been successfully fabricated with BN preforms grooved by this 
aethod for the last several years. However, 5 to 10% breakage occurs dur
ing grooving, the process is not adequate for FRSs containing six or aore 
thermocouples ox for annular width <1 am, and BN preforms made of Union 
Carbide Corporation-Carbon Products Division (UCC-CPD) grade HCM powder, 
the standard BN powder for die lubricated preforas, cannot be grooved. 
The larger particle size of the HCM powder causes the BN preforas to be 
severely weakened structurally at the grooves. Many (~30 to 50%) break 
during grooving, and those that do not are too fragile to use for subse
quent filling. The BN preforas aade with pretreated powder do groove 
adequately, but powder preparation increases the costs of this type of 
prefora. 

To eliainate the above disadvantages, a BN prefora pressing die con
taining splines that produced grooved BN preforas was designed by engi
neers at OBNL and at EPI, Miami Research Laboratory. This die, shown in 
Fig. 8, allowed the pressing of BN piefoxas fox the latest CFTL PBS design 
that contained six 0.5-aa grooves spaced in 60* intervals. Although the 
die cost is approxiaately twice as auch as a siailar nongrooved die, the 5 
to 10% grooving loss is avoided, the quality of BN prefora is enhanced, 
and HCM powder can be used without pretreatnent. 

Studies have been conducted to optiaize the following iaportant 
pressing paraaeters: pressure, dwell tiae at pressure, and optiaoa length-
to-thickness (or length-to-diameter) ratios for preforas as functions of 
final density and variation in final density. Percent expansion after 
pressing was evaluated to enable accurate final prefora size control. 

Figure 9 shows a typical density-vs-pressure relationship for pressed 
TS-1325 powder. The increase in density with pressure is alaost linear 
until 3.5 x 10' kg/a*, where it levels off to an apparently optima den
sity of 1.89 kg/a' (84% TD). Becsus* the 3.5 x 10' kg/a* pressure allows 
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Fig. 9 . Density vs pressure for a pressed TS-1325 BN powder. 

Kannal pressing with too l - s t ee l dies without aajor die jaaaing, this pres
sure was used in aost OBNL applications. However, pressures as high as 
5.625 x 10 s kg/a* have been used in autoaatic pressing. 

Dwell-tine aeasureaents at constant pressure are d i f f i c u l t to obtain, 
but experience has shown that short dwell t iaes (<0.5 s) do not allow suf
f ic ient t iae for adequate part ic le aoveaent or for release of entrapped 
a i r . As a resul t , density variations along the prefom length can be ex
cess ive , and the structural quality suffers. Dwell t iaes in excess of 3 s 
are unnecessary because a l l entrapped air has escaped within that t iae 
period. 

3.3 Prefora Purification 

Reaoval of lubricating and pressure-transaitting additives to reduce 
the carbon and oxygen iapur i t i es to acceptable l e v e l s i s now a routine 
part of the prefora fabrication process. This i s accoaplished by f i r s t 
subjecting the preforas to a bakeout at 232°C in a 1.33- to 4-Pa vacuua 
for 8 to 24 h to reaove aost of the readily vaporized organics. Following 
the bakeoo., preforas are treated for 8 to 12 h in an anhydrous aaaonia 
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ataosphere at 900 + 25*C. Carbon and oxygen iapnr i t i es are reaoved v ia 

the following reactions: 

3C + 4HH, •* 3CH4 + 2N4 . 

30 , + 4NH, •*• 6H,0 + 2N» . 

and 

CH4 + H,0 -»- CO + 3H, . 

An Inconel or molybdenum boat i s used to aecrease the p o s s i b i l i t y of 
contamination, and care i s taken to ensure that the prcTwcst surface area 
available to the u a o n i i vapor i s as great as poss ib le . The furnace i s 
swept with nitrogen gas at the completion of pur i f icat ion and i s cooled to 
aabient under a nitrogen blanket. I n i t i a l purif icat ion operations were 
performed at 08NL. However, a microprocessor-controlled puri f icat ion 
furnace was purchased by EPI, and automatic pur i f icat ion techniques were 
developed by them. Preforms are now received in their f ina l , purified 
condition. 

The ultimste test of the purif icat ion process i s the direct measure
ment of adequate e lec tr ica l insulation resistance at high temperatures 
(>1 MC-cn at 1000*C). Figure 10 shows the resu l t s of such te s t s on a tes t 
c e l l fabricated with preforms of TS-1325 powder. These preforms were 
(1) pretreated with hexane-1% camphor, (2) pressed at 3.5 x 10* kg/m* 
using an acetone-1 wt % stearic acid die body lubricant, (3) dried in a 
vacuum, and (4) baked in anhydrous ammonia at 925*C for 8 h. High-tem
perature resistance decreased at the rate of a factor of 10 per 125*C and 
was above 100 kO-cm at 1250'C. Extrapolation of these data gives a r e s i s -
t i v i t / of 10* Q-cm at 1400*C, which i s adequate for al l FRSs designed to 
date. 

3.4 Quality Control 

The single most c r i t i c a l part of an FRS i s the BN preform. Approxi
mately 350 preforms are used to fabricate one fu l l - l ength GCFR-CFTL FRS. 
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Fig. 10. Resistivity vs temperature for preform test cell fabricated 
with pretreated, lubricated, and purified TS-1325 BN. 

The preforms most insulate as much as 350 V at temperatnres np to 1400*C. 
In the 1120-mm heated section, the preforms most also have extremely uni
form density and thermal conductivity. Additionally, dimensional toler
ances of the preforms should be within +0.025 mm. An organic impurity or 
metallic inclusion in only one preform per FRS (0.3%) can result in the 
rejection of an entire FRS. 

In the past, no established quality criteria for BN powder, preform 
dies, or preforms have existed. Part ol our developmental effort was di
rected towards establishing criteria that would result in low FRS rejec
tion rates while not imposing too stringent time and cost restraints on 
the inspection process. Efforts to improve the BN powder qua.'ity are dis
cussed in Ref. 7 and will be summarized in this section. Determination 
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acd control of die and preform quality c r i t e r i a gradually evolved through
out th i s e f fort as a result of feedback froa FRS e l ec tr i ca l and radio
graphic inspections and FRS operational performance. 

The HOI powder, as i n i t i a l l y procured frost UCC-CPD, net procurement 
speci f icat ions for <0.5% total impurities. Even so, i t contained enough 
conducting metal l ic inclusions to prevent i t s use in FRS fabrication. A 
jo in t ef fort by DCC-CPD and OBNL resulted in the elimination of -90* of 
the par t i c l e s via magnetic separation without s igni f icant ly affecting 
other powder properties. 

The major inspections now required for acceptance of BN powder are: 
(1) radiography, (2) a spark-source mass spectrometer scan, (3) oxygen 
analysis (by neutron act ivat ion) , and (4) a carbon Leko analys is . Addi
t iona l ly , an e l ec tr i ca l conductivity t e s t c e l l i s fabricated from each new 
l o t of BN powder, and the BN r e s i s t i v i t y i s tested t o 1200»C with a 500-V 
megger. I t must at ta in a minimum r e s i s t i v i t y at that temperature of 10' 
Q-cm and remain stable for a minimum of 60 win. The impurity c r i t e r i a now 
established are summarized in Table 19. 

An ultra-pure BN powder designated TS-1449 has been supplied to OBNL 
by UCC-CPD through a jo in t development that spanned 18 months. This pow
der was produced to the specif ications of Table 19 using improved and more 

Table 19. Contamination limits 
on BN powder 

Contaminant MAX l imi t 
impurities 

0 , % 0.2 
C. % 0.1 
Fe, ppm 10 
C a , ppm 30 
Ti, ppm 30 
Other metal* (each), ppm 30 

Borates, % 0.2 
Total imparit ies , % 0.5 
Metall ic ine las ion , i n . (en*) 

>0.007 (0) 
0.005 i 007 (0 .3) 
0.003 < 0.005 (1.5) 
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stringently controlled processing steps than previously employed with HCK 
grade powder, which is similar. High-gradient magnetic separation was 
used to eliminate most metallic impurities during the Orocessing. Because 
of this effort, a process now exists that can routinely produce powder of 
high quality when needed. 

Dies for the automatic production of BN preforms are ordered to very 
strict requirements. Figure 8 shows a photograph of a typical annular 
preform die with grooves. The ID and OD tolerances are set at a maximum 
of S.l urn. Die body upper and lower surface parallelism, surface finish, 
and hardness of all contacting parts are also critical and are closely 
controlled. The most difficult dimension to control is that of the lands 
and grooves of the relief region at the top of the die body. The require
ment of 1 mm taper per millimeter on both lands and grooves is critical if 
the preform is to expand equally on its outer surface as it is removed 
from the die. Unequal expansion causes preform deformation or cracking. 

Automatic pressing of the BN preforms requires setup and control of 
up to 62 separate functions. Although many parameters, once determined 
for one preform type and dimension, are fairly similar for some preform 
types, this is not true for many others. Therefore, initial optimization 
of pressing parameters requires an experienced engineer, and thorough 
training of qualified operators is a necessity. 

Figure 11 shows the Hydramet-American Model 12-B hydraulic electronic 
press employed for BN preform automatic pressing. There are three hydrau-
lically driven rams, the upper and lower punch rams and a core rod ram. 
Each permits individual control of pi-epress dwell time, rate of movement 
(in and out), press dwell time, eject dwell time, and pressure. 

An automatic die body lubrication system (DBLS) was designed specifi
cally for BN preform pressing. Its functions are to spray a lubricant 
into the die body ID and core rod (for tubular preforms) and to dry this 
lubricant prior to die powder feeding. This DBLS has become an integral 
part of the Hydramet-American press. 

Another feature unique to BN preform pressing is the oscillsting-
vibrating powder feed shoe. This device is necessary because the poor 
flow characteristics of camphor-treated TS-1325 powder (used for some of 
the preforms) and the thin wall of many of the tubular preforms made it 
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Fig. 11. Hydraaet-American aodel 12-B hydraulic-electronic press 
nsed by EPI to cold press BN preforms. 

very difficult to feed powder into the die. The tiae and unaber of oscil
lations to fill are individually controlled so that the die cavity is coa-
pletely filled prior to pressing. 

>ir!ng the production of preforas, quality Bust be aonitored on a 
continuous basis. Saall variations in such aspects as powder quality, 
huaidity, and yress teaperature aay produce variations in prefora prop
erties that will result in rejection. Prefora quality is aonitored by 
continuous visual checks on all preforms during pressing and by density 
checks on 5% of thea. Visual inspeotions include checks for chipped ends, 
soft parts, significant length variations, or foreign Batter on the pre
form surface. 
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Then completed and purified, preforms are stacked in 10-cm-diam, 
1-cm-high petri dishes; packing powder (rejected BN powder) is poured in 
to fill all voids, and lids are pot on and taped to the dishes. Several 
dishes are then wrapped with air-cushioned wrapping material, and the 
packages are enclosed in a box filled with pieces cf polystyrene foam. 
The preforms are shipped via air carrier. This method of packing and 
shipping does not introduce contamination and has resulted in only a very 
small number of broken preforms. 

When the preforms are received at ORNL, they are unpacked, and the 
packing powder is removed and stored. The preforms then undergo a series 
of receiving inspections, and an archive sample is taken. 

Table 20 shows the preform physical property data sheet on which the 
inspection data is accumulated. It includes the preform type, powder 
used, the archive sample number, type of lubricant used in pressing, and 
record of the total length received. The ID, OD, and density data are 
also recorded before the preforms are purified and again after purifica
tion. 

The most important incoming inspection is the radiographic inspec
tion that is performed on 100% of the preforms. After receiving inspec
tions are complete, most of the preforms still remain in the petri dishes. 
The dishes are then visually checked to remove bad preforms, and the re
maining preforms are packed in the dishes so tightly that no movement can 
occur. The dish tops are then replaced, tightly taped, and the dishes 
numbered and marked with a zero degree reference. 

Radiographs are then taken of the dishes in groups of four. Lead 
numbers and reference markers are used that correspond to those marked on 
the dishes. The film is developed, and the radiographic images of pre
forms are inspected for metallic inclnsions. Any preform with a metallic 
inclusion >0.13 mm is rejected, and preforms with more than one visible 
metallic inclusion of any diameter within a 90° section are rejected. 
After the inspections are completed, the radiographs are compared with 
the petri dishes and reject preforms are removed. 

Total radiographic inspection of prr-iorms has virtually eliminated 
FRS rejection because of metallic in:lu»ions within the insulating region. 
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Table 20. BN SHEET 

PREFORM TYPE: 
POWDER USED: 
AVG. LENGTH: 
TOOLING: 

CORE ROD OD 
DIE BOOT ID 

i n . 

ARCHIVE SAMPLE NO.: 
LUBRICANT: 
TOTAL LENGTH: in. 
TOTAL WEIGHT: 8 

in. TOTAL LENGTH: in. (after pnrified) 
in. TOTAL WEIGHT: g (after pnrified) 

ITEM BEFORE PURIFICATION AFTER PURIFICATION 

INSP. INITIALS 

DATE 

OD (in.) 

ID (in.) 

DENSITY (g/ca.') 

PURIFICATION SCHEDULE: 

TIME TEMPERATURE ATMOSPHERE 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

OTHER TESTS: 

CHEMICAL ANALYSIS -

CONDUCTIVITY C L L -

RES. AT ROOM TEMPERATURE = 

RES. AT # F - ohms 

HOLD TIME AT T ^ -

FRS/TEST CELL NO. 

o h u * 
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This inspection has been the most important factor enabling the fabrica
tion of large bundles of very high reliability FRSs. 

A spark—source mass spectrographic analysis and carbon and oxygen 
analysis ai* obtained on sample purified preforms from a new lot of powder 
cr from a new process. Additionally, an archive sample is taken from 
every lot of preforms after purification. Traceability of preforms is 
maintained throughout FRS fabrication. Thns, samples are available for 
analysis if subsequent fabrication problems arise that may result from 
defective preforms. 

A conductivity test cell *.s also fabricated from preforms from each 
new lot of powder or from thos: fabricated with a new process. Eigh-
temperature resistivity tests from these test cells provide operational 
performance data that indicate powder quality. 

Final precautions taken with the preforms are to (1) store them in 
a furnace at 250°C and at 13.3 mPa for 24 h prior to use, (2) keep them 
above 100°C (by using a hot plate) during FRS fabrication, and (3) perform 
a 250l'C, 13.3 mPa bakeout of the assembled FRS. 
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4. VARIABLE WIDTH RIBBON HEATING ELEMENT DEVELOPMENT 

As the power-generating component of an FRS, the heating element is 
required to operate under conditions approaching the maximum capability 
of the material. The heat flux profile for the GCFR-CFTL FRS is generated 
by a coiled ribbon heating element embedded in BN insulation within the 
stainless steel sheath. Chopped cosine (cosine profile chopped at either 
and so that power goes to zero abruptly) heat flux profiles have been gen
erated by varying the helical pitch of a constant width ribbon. This 
method, while acceptable for steady-state tests, resulted in unacceptable 
profile perturbations during transients in heat flux. 

This paper describes the materials selection, fabrication develop
ment, and joining of variable width, helically wound heating elements, 
which eliminate the disadvantage of variable pitch ribbons while providing 
other important advantages of an evolving FRS fabrication technology. 

4.1 Heating Element Materials 

Heating element materials of three types have been used during the 
evolution of the GCFR-CFTL FRS. Table 21 summarizes some of their impor
tant properties. Because the maximum operating temperature and heat-flux 
product depends on the heating clement melting point, the Pt-8% tungsten 
alloy would apparently be the best choice despite such obvious disadvan
tages as the relatively high temperature coefficient of resistivity (TCR) 
and the cost. This material was investigated for both the breeder reactor 
program (BRP) and GCFR programs. A thorough suKnary of development in 
support of the BRP is presented in Refs. 5 and 9. The principal findings 
of this previous work were (1) the material was subject to excessive grain 
grovth when prostrained and then operated above about 1300*C, and (2) bo
ron *rom the BN insulation reacted to form a low melting (~1000°C) boron-
platinum eutectic. The reaction initiated in, and progressed from, the 
grain boundaries when the material was operated near 1400*C. 

As part of the GCFR-sponsored effort, methods to retard grain growth, 
to protect the heating element from boron attacl, and to eliminate the 
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Table 2 1 . Heating element m a t e r i a l s 
used in GCFR-CFTL FRS proto types 

Designation 

Nichrome V Kanthal Al Pt-W 

Composition, wt % Ni-20 Cr Fe-22 Cr-5.5 P t - 8 W 
A l - 0 . 5 Co 

Melting p o i n t , *C 1400 1510 1870 
Maximum use tempera 1350 1450 700 

ture . *C 
R e s i s t i v i t y at room 108 145 76 

temperature (uQ-cm) 
TCRa x 1 0 - « . »C 70 35 270 
C o e f f i c i e n t of l i n e a r 1 7 . 0 1 5 . 0 8.9 

exp x 1 0 - « . «C 

R e l a t i v e high-tern- Medium Low High 
perature tensile 
strength 

Weldability Very good Poor Good 
Fabricability Very good Good Poor 

Temperature coefficient of resistivity, room tem
perature to 1000°C. 

free boron in BN were studied. Of these, the most successful was the 
grain-growth retardation effort.10 

After several attempts, excellent grain-growth retardation was 
achieved using a homogeneous dispersion of 0.1% MgO into a powder of 
pJatinum-8% tungsten. The material, when processed by powder-metallurgy 
methods, exhibited stabilized grain growth both at high temperatures (up 
to 1600°C) and at medium temperatures (1200°C) for long periods of time. 
Figure 12 (a and b) shows the modified and unmodified platinum-8% tungsten 
alloy, respectively. The grain size of the modified alloy, after treat
ment at 1200°C for 97 h in vacuum, is essentially the same as it was at 
room temperature, while the control sample exhibits excessive grain 
growth. 

Following this investigation, several feet of the modified alloy were 
prepared. Electrical resistivity, thermal expansion, and mechanical prop
erty tests were conducted. Except for a slight discontinuous increase in 
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Pig. 12. Modified and unmodified platinum-tungsten alloy after 
treatment at 1200°C for 97 h in vacuus. (Original reduoed 50%) 
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the thermal expansion above 1600*C and a small amount of uniformly dis
tributed porosity, the modified alloy was equivalent to the unmodified 
one. Welding tests showed that, with slight modification of the proce
dure, welds were obtained that were equivalent to the unmodified sample. 

Finally, a series of compatibility tests of the modified and unmodi
fied alloys in intimate contact with the cleaned and purified BN were con
ducted. These results, illustrated in Figs. 13—16, showed that boron at
tack of the modified alloy was enhanced over that of the unmodified alloy, 
even though its grain size remained smaller. Apparently, porosity present 
in the modified alloy contributed to increased diffusion rates and accel
erated attack. In view of these data, it was concluded operating time at 
high temperature (~1600*C) must be limited to a matter of minutes for rods 
fabricated with either alloy. 

Concurrent with the above-mentioned tests, conductivity test cells 
made with each of the two alloys were fabricated locally. Identical se
ries of tests were conducted on each in the SRSL, culminating in operation 
at 1000°C and at 270 W/cm* with the unmodified alloy (first) test cell, 
while the modified alloy (second) test cell operated at an even higher 
power of 320 W/cm*. Note that the second cell operated at a heat flux al
most twofold higher than the maximum power level of CFTL rods. The cen
tral heating element retched a maximum temperature of 1354°C in the second 
cell. These results suggest that (1) grain-growth retardation is at least 
as importan a> protection from boron attack, and (2) the modified alloy 
may be somewhat of an improvement over the unmodified version. 

The inability to eliminate boron-platinum eutectic formation and un
favorable effects o: thermal expansion mismatch of the platinum-tungsten/ 
molybdenum FRS (Sect. 2) finally led to increased emphasis on the other 
two, nonrefractory heating elements materials, Nichrome V and Kanthal A-l 
alloy. 

Nichrome V (see Table 21) is a widely used heating element material 
for obvious reasons. It has a low TCR, good high-temperature strength, 
and good welding and fabricating characteristics. Its melting point of 
~1400°C is the lowest of the three candidate materials and essentially the 
same as the FRS cladding. This precluded its use in FRSs that would be 
tested under approach-to-melting conditions for the cladding. It became 
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Fig. 13. PlatinuB-8% tungsten alloy imbedded in BN, treated at 
1200«C for 97 h. (Original reduced 27.5%) 
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Fig. 14. Platinun-8% tungsten and 0.1% MgO al loy, imbedded in BN, 
treated at 1200*C for 97 h. (Original reduced 28%) 
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Fig. 15. Platinua-8% tung»ten al loy iabedded in BN, treated at 
A500«C for 1 h. (Original reduced 27%) 
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Fig, 16. Platinun-8% tungsten and 0.1% NgO alloy iabedded i s BN, 
treated at 1500°C for 1 h. (Original reduced 28%) 
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the reference heating eleaent Material and proved very successful for FRS 
testing up to 1000aC cladding teaperatnre. However, the need to conduct 
approach-to-melting tests and the higher radial AT associated with non-
swaged FRSs led to the investigation of Kanthal A-l as a high-teaperature 
heating eleaent aaterial. 

Kanthal A-l (Table 21) has a Belting point ~100*C higher than 
Nichroae V and a lower TCR but has poor weldability and low high-teapera
ture strength. The weldability disadvantage was overcoae by the use of 
precise laser welding techniques.11 Because the aaterial was to be 
tightly contained within a ceraaic insulator and, as a coil, would not be 
subjected to high theraal stresses, low strength at high teaperature could 
be tolerated. 

Subsequent fabrication and testing of FRSs containing variable width 
Kanthal A-l heating eleaents validated this assuaption. Based upon these 
results, reported in Sect. 2, Kanthal A-l becaae the reference aaterial 
for the GCFR-CFTL FRS. 

4.2 Heating Eleaent Fabrication Development 

For peak FRS performance, the heating element, as the power generat
ing component, is required to operate under conditions approaching the 
maximum capability of the material. The geometry of, and the configura
tion within, the FRS must be optiaized based upon careful consideration of 
the theraal, mechanical, and electrical properties of FRS materials for 
the operational range. Reference 12 presents the detailed design, fabri
cation and inspection of variable width ribbon heating eleaents. A sum
mary of this work as pertains to the CFTL FRS is presented here. 

Under high heat flux conditions the nonswaged FRS will have a radial 
temperature profile as high as l60°C/mm so that the radial distance froa 
the OD of the cladding to the ID of the beating eleaent directly deter
mines maximum operating conditions fr . the heating element at a given 
cladding temperature. Generally, the heating element diameter should be 
as large as possible while maintaining an appropriately thick electrically 
insulating layer of BN between the heating element and the FRS cladding. 
This annular region, which contains the FRS internal thermocouples, must 

i 
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maintain acceptable insulation resistivity at the required operational 
temperatures and must withstand the voltage potential between heating 
element and cladding or thermocouples without dielectric breakdown. 

Because FRS peak internal temperature will increase as the ribbon 
thickness is increased, the thickness of the heating element should be as 
small as practical. Problems in forming or fabricating the ribbon, as 
well as handling, assembling, and swaging of ribbons and FRSs, place 
practical limits on the minimum ribbon thickness. The heating element 
must be capable of withstanding differential thermal expansion without 
permanent deformation during transient testing. As the ribbon thickness 
decreases, normal variation in its thickness becomes much more significant 
to local heat generation, in as much as the generation (with constant 
current through the ribbon) is inversely proportional to thickness. A 
practical ribbon thickness and tolerance limit is 0.25 + 0.0125 mm. 

Because transient operation of the CFTL FRS is of paramount concern, 
the heating element configuration must be carefully analyzed under tran
sient conditions as part of the design effort. Heat capacity effects 
become pronounced in the transient heat flux profile, and axial and cir
cumferential conduction do not smooth out the profile as they do under 
steady-state conditions. Furthermore, with the use of BN preform tech
nology, axial conduction is much lower than radial conduction because of 
the anisotropic nature of thermal conductivity in BN preforms. Thus, 
under transient conditions, such properties as the turn-to-turn spacing, 
ratio of coil surface area to sheath surface area, coil diameter varia
tion, coil turns per unit length, and eccentricity of the heating element 
become important. 

Evaluation of thermal, mechanical, and physical properties of the 
heating element material provide design limits for the variable width coil 
ard assure that it can be fabricated and will be suitable to its environ
ment. Electrical considerations provide the design basis for the exact 
configuration to meet FRS operating requirements. 

4.2.1 Design 

Design of the heating element is dependent upon current and voltage 
available from the power supply. For parallel connection of the FRS to 
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the power supply, a heating element resistance "window" can be calculated 
by 

Ru = V*/P , (4.1a) 

and 

R . = P/I* , (4.1b) 
m m 

where V is voltage, P is power in watts, and I is current. Factors such 
as resistive heating of the terminal, FRS dielectric breakdown, and mate
rial TC& must also be considered in optimizing the element resistance. 

Once the resistance has been determined, the design of a constant 
width, rectangular ribbon heating element can be accomplished using the 
method illustrated in Fig. 17. From this, ribbon width w is derived in 
terms of the physical and dimensional parameters of the heating element: 

w = ( — ) . (4.2) 

The ribbon thickness t, coil pitch diameter D = OD — t, material resis
tivity p, wound element resistance R, and axial heated length C are the 
input parameters that, along with the ribbon width w, completely define 
the wound coil. 

Once the width has been determined, factors describing the FRS power 
profile are needed. These are peak/average power P /? , peak/minimum 

P » 
power P /P , and coil axial length C. Figure 18 shows a typical chopped p m 
cosine profile where P , P , P , and C are defined. The power profile of 

p a m 
Fig. 18 can be defined by 

P - P cos • , (4.3) 
P 

where <fr is the angle that relates the power profile to the coil axial 
length C. By definition, cos * « P /P - 1, and 6 « 0° at P . The 

p p p Tp p 
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SECTION ~b-b"/"*vjV c ^ 
* - . DEFINITIONS 

0 = WINDING ANGLE 

w = WIDTH OF HEATING ELEMENT 
t = THICKNESS OF HEATING ELEMENT 
a * AXIAL LENGTH OF WIDTH 
C « AXIAL LENGTH OF HEATING ELEMENT 

1 = TURNS PER CENTIMETER 

S. = LENGTH OF RIBBON FOR 1 TURN 
L = OVERALL LENGTH OF RIBBON 
N = NUMBER OF TURNS IN COIL 
D = PITCH DIAMETER OF COIL 
A = CROSS-SECTIONAL AREA OF RIBBON 
R = RESISTANCE OF HEATING ELEMENT 

DERIVATIONS 

ifD _ w 
e = 7 ' COt 0 - -T = — . 

fi irD 

C C tin 0 
N = — = 

a *v 
C C 
— tanfl . L = N6 = -
rrD cos 0 

pL wD p C 
A = — = , 

R Rw 
SO w = A=/*p_pcV'2 

Fig. 17. Considerations of winding a ribbon of length L on a pitch 
diameter D for an axial length C results in an equation that defines rib
bon width in terms of material and dimensional properties. 
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Fig. 18. Variable heat flux chopped cosine profile. 
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angle at P where z = +C/2 is now 

• = cos-* (P /P ) . (4.4) 
• • P 

The profile can now be described within the chopped region by 

P = P cos 4 = P toj h r cos"1 (P /P ) . (4.5) 
p P LC • P J 

Equation (4.5) relates the chopped cosine profile analytically to the 
axial power variation. 

Because current is constant through the heating element, power is 
proportional to resistance. The local peak resistance R is in the center 
of the profile and is given by 

* ? P 
R

P - c ' r • l 4 - 6 ) 

a 

as shown in Fig. 18. 
The ribbon width at the peal of the profile w (where P = P ) can 

P P 
now be calculated from Eq. (4.2) fry replacing R with R of Eq. (4.6) and 

P 
taking C to be o€ unit length: 

/nDpW* 

•»-(v) • 
The design of a ribbon profile to give a specific axial heat flux 

distribution was first reported by D. L. Clark and T. S. Kress. 1 1 The 
local heat flux distribution was established to be 

I*P 
P " w ^ ' «' 8> 

where P is thr, local power per unit area, w is the local ribbon width, and 
I is the current. 
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Froa Eq. ( 4 . 8 ) , the loca l ribbon width w i s 

- e?r • (4.9) 

If Eq. (4.9) defined the power at some reference position, such as the 
center where P = P and w = w (Fii P P 
respect to the reference width, is 

center where P = P and w = w (Fig. 18), then the local width w, with P P 

'-(?)' 
P \ x/ a 

(4.10) 

Equation (4.10) can be used to establish the relative width %• where 
along the ribbon. Hovever, knowing just the width is not sufficient, lae 

ribbon must be wrapped around a mandrel to form the coil of ^he desired 
diameter and length L. Figure 19 shows the uncoiled ribbon contour and 
the coiled configuration. For the coil to wind properly, the vertical 

ORNL-DWG 80-5574A ETD 

VARIABLE 
WIDTH STRIP 

WOUND 
VARIABLE 
WIDTH 
RIBBON -

'**/r////M! ////S'ssxs 

Fig. 19. Variable width contour is designed with a constant vertical 
width W - JiD. local width W vsrie* with winding angle 0 to allow coil to 
be wound ->n a ciicumference n0 with no variation in gap between turns. 
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contour angle 6 mist be the same on both sides of the ribbon at any 
position along the abcissa shown in Fig. 19. Thus, for the gap 6 = 0 , 

v 
the ver t i ca l coaponent of the width of the ribbon w i s constant and i s 

w = nD , (4.11) 
v 

where i) is the ribbon pitch diaaeter as defined previously. The local 
width w is given in teras of the contour angle 6 by 

w = irD cos 6 . (4.12) 

or in teras of a reference angle 8 at P , w by 
P P P 

•or cos e = \ — / cos 6 . (4.13) 

The vertical contour ox winding angle 8 can now be determined in 
terms of the specific profile information by substitution of Eq. (4.5) 
into Eq. (4.13): 

>s e = |-COt v i . 
2z 

JOS (cos-1 P /P ) — I JOS (COS-* P /P ) — 
L a p t . 

V * 
cos 8 • (4.14) 

Then local width w is calculnted using Eq. (4.12). This defines the rib
bon contour in teras of 8 and w at any azial length z for -C/2 <. z 2. C/2. 

The final task is then to determine the ribbon length I and the ver
tical length y in terms of z for a given ribbon contour and to coapile the 
information i£ a .ora that can be used to generate magnetic tapes for ma
chining and winding the ribbons. 

From Fig. 4 .8: 

1 - Toh - u - 1 5 ) 

and 

y - z tan 8 , (4.16) 
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where £ is the length of one turn. Equations (4.12), (4.14), (4.15), and 
(4.16) completely define the parameters of a variable width ribbon in 
terms of the axial length x. These data, computed from a programmable 
calculator, are then used as input to generate ribbon machining and wind
ing control tapes. 

4.2.2 Machining 

The objective of the machining phase of ribbon development is to 
convert the ribbon contour information into ribbons of variable width that 
have a precisely controlled contour. The major requirements are to hold 
the width variation and the x and y locations describing the ribbon con
tour on the x-y plane (and therefore the angle) to within 1% throughout 
the ribbon length. 

Early attempts to machine the ribbon contour JU a numerically con
trolled (NC) horizontal milling machine were unsuccessful because 
(1) these tolerances could not be held, (2) excessive ribbon edge burring 
occurred, and (3) machine time per ribbon was excessive. 

These difficulties prompted investigation of the use of grinding 
techniques to permit simultaneous fabrication of a number of heating ele
ments stacked on the machine table. This method eliminated edge burrs and 
reduced fabrication time. Dimensional inaccuracies were overcome by using 
a high-precision NC template grinding machine (Fig. 20), which is equipped 
with a 50.8-cm-diam aluminum oxide grinding wheel with an adjustable ver
tical oscillating stroke, mounted on the y axis or main slide. It has 
been retrofitted with a vertical milling attachment that is mounted on the 
grinding wheel housing. Hovever, the x axis or cross slide machine travel 
was only about two-thirds P.S long as was needed to machine current ribbon 
designs. This limitation was overcome by using a staging technique to 
effectively extend the cross slide travel from 137 to 245 cm. Thus, ade
quate slide travel was provided to machine the element contour of all de
sign configurations of interest. 

Ribbons are machined from strips of base stock up to 15.2 cm in width 
and 259.1 cm in length; up to 15 of these strips are stacked together and 
clamped between steel plates. Figure 21 shows the heating element geome
try within the base stock. 
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Fig. 20. Numerically controlled template grinding machine. 
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«» ~ STOCK LENGTH (190-260 cm) -j 

Fig. 21. FKS heating element geometry within ribbon stock. 

As the figure shows, up to 5 sets of 15 stacked ribbons can be ob
tained frost one stock assembly. The machining sequence is as follows: 

1. The npper left surface of stack one is machined. 
2. The upper right surface of stack one is machined. 
3. The stack is reversed and rerouted on the machine. 
4. The region between stacks one and two i% milled, and the fiist stack 

of 15 strips is separated from the rest ot the assembly. 
5. The upper left surface of the first stack is completed. 
6. The upper right surface of the first stack is then machined, 

completing the first stack. 

Stacks 2—5 are completed similarly, resulting in up to 75 ribbons 
with precisely controlled contours. 

4.2.3 Winding 

The variable width ribbons are formed into spirally wound coils on a 
stainless steel mandrel by a high-precision automated winding machine. To 
obtain reproducibility of coil parameters, the winding equipment must have 
a controllable variable lead rate (centimeters per revolution). This lead 
rate must be programmed to maintain a variable vertical rpeed defined by 
the variation in ribbon width at points along the ribbon contour. Rota
tional velocity remains constant throughout the process. 

The Black-Clawson four-axis NC winding machine, depicted schemati
cally in Fig. 22, was selected to fabricate the coils. Only the y axis 
and the 8 axis notions are eqiired for winding. 

A typical coil winding operation uses an appropriately sized stain
less steel rod loaded under te.ision between the headstock (machine base) 
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Fig. 22. Schematic layout of Black-Clawson winding Machine. 

and the tail stock. With a winding die attached to the aachine ram, the 
headstock rotates as the ribbon is fed into the winding die. The die is 
advanced by the raa in a controlled vertical aoveaent. Figure 23 depicts 
the aschine in operation, and Fig. 24 provides a close-up of the headstock 
chuck and the coil winding die affixed to the aachine raa. 

4.2.4 Swaaina and inspection 

A final processing step, swaging, sets the coils to final diaensions 
and required tolerances prior to installation of the coils in the FSS. 
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Fig. 23. A variable width ribbon being wound into a coil, 
shows how ribbon is formed on rotating mandrel by die. 

Inset 
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Fig. 24. Headstock chuck and winding die. 
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First, the coils are rewound tightly on a hard, stainless steel man
drel with the turns touching. Both ends are attached to the mandrel, one 
with a clamp and the other by spot welding. The coil is then carefully 
swaged to lock it into this configuration. After swaging, it is removed 
frost the mandrel. Swaging supplies cold work to the coil to lock the 
turns in place, sets the required diameter, removes the concavity intro
duced by winding, and decreases the surface roughness. 

Additional cold work put into the coils by swaging makes them rigid 
and mechanically similar to a spring. Then, gaps between turns are pro
duced by stretching the coil about 5% of its length. The coil does not 
plastically deform under these conditions; thus, the gaps between turns no 
longer depend on the local material yield stress and are quite uniform. 
The coil OD can be controlled to within +0.013 am usivg this method. 

Coils are dimensionally inspected with a micrometer, cleaned in a 
vapor degreaser, and cut to the exact length after swaging. To maintain a 
symmetrical chopped cosine profile, equal amounts of materia* -.ire cut off 
each end. 

Infrared scanning techniques were used to evaluate how well the heat 
flux distribution produced by the coils fit* the design criteria. The 
most acceptable technique for coil evaluation is (1) to paint the coil 
with a black paint (to increase surface emissivity), (2) to insert a close-
fitting insulated arbor into the center, (3) to stretch the coil on the 
arbor about 2% of its length, and (4) to scan it after applying a power of 
about 25 W for 4 min. Much more sensitive analysis of coils is possible 
by using higher power, shorter time scans, and/or by close, narrow range 
scans. The 25-tf, 4-min scan of a bare coil was determined to be compar
able to the 1-s core transient infrared scan commonly used in FRS inspec
tions. These inspections indicate that coil OD variations of +0.025 mm 
and coil gap variations of 0.05 mm are acceptable from a thermal profile 
standpoint. 
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5. SMALL-DIAMETER THERMOCOUPLE DEVELOPMENT 

5.1 General 

Eacb CFTL FRS i s fabricated with s ix (four in ear l i er FRSs) type K 
thermocouples with insulated junctions (Fig. 2 ) . These thermocouples are 
the primary means for obtaining thermal-hydraulic information in the CFTL. 
They are required to measure high temperatures (up to 1100*C) and encoun
ter severe thermal transients (up to 100*C/s) during simulated reactor 
accidents in the CFTL. These extreme requirements, in addition to opera
tional l i f e requirements of up to 1000 h, place severe demands on the 
thermocouples. 

This section del ineates development e f for t s to improve the r e l i 
abi l i ty of these thermocouples. Examination of thermally cycled thermo
couples along with invest igat ions of their time and temperature behavior 
yielded three cr i t er ia for improvement of thermocouple l i f e t ime . Methods 
to eliminate thermocouple prestrain, reduce impurity content, and refine 
thermoelement grain s ize were developed. A new draw and anneal process 
was defined to enable manufacture of ref ined-grain-s ize thermocouples on 
a production bas i s . 

Table 22 summarizes the requirements of the CFTL FRS thermocouples. 
As reported in Sect. A, the thermocouples and FRS were qualif ied by oper
ating the FRS at various steady-state conditions from 300 to 1100*C for 
100 to 200 h, including 40 h at 1100*C. It was then subjected to more 
than 2000 thermal cycles for a total operation time of about 1000 h. 
Thermal transients were normally from 10 to 50°C/s, and the temperature 
changes during cycling were from 150 to 600°C. 

In the early stages of our program aimed at providing re l iable small-
diameter thermocouples, we tested four swaged FRSs into which 13 ( to ta l ) 
small-diameter insulated-junction thermocouples had been ins ta l l ed . About 
1200 h of steady-state and transient-cycl ing t e s t s were conducted on the 
four FRSs, and over 1000 thermal transients were conducted on one of them 
having four thermocouples. Most thermocouples fa i l ed in the i n i t i a l 
steady-state portion of the t e s t s . Those thermocouples that did survive 
the steady-state t e s t s f a i l ed within a few hundred transient cyc les . 
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Table 22. FRS thermocouple requirements 

Type 
Sheath 
I n s o l a t i o n 
J u n c t i o n 
Length , am 
Diameter , mm 
L i f e t i m e , h 
T ine a t 1100'C. h 
Time above 1100»C. 
Thermal c y c l e s 
C y c l i n g range 

Normal. *C 
<10 c y c l e s . »C 

Ramp r a t e . *C/s 
Accuracy. *C 

• in 

K (Chromel-Alumel) 
Inconel 600 
"«0 
I n s u l a t e d 
1550 to 2750 
0 . 5 1 
1000 minimum 
40 
- 1 0 
2000 minimum 

300 to 800 
300 to 1370 
1 to 100 
+8 to 800 
+15 from 800 to 1370 

Failure in all cases was by development of an open circuit in one or both 
of the thermoelements (Chromel or Alumel) at elevated temperatures. Then 
the FRS temperature was lowered, the thermocouples would again become op
erative. Photomicrographs of failed thermocouples showed voids at the 
grain boundaries of both thermoelements, and both were extremely brittle. 

These negative results prompted investigation into the causes and 
mechanisms for failure. Our investigations were primarily directed toward 
lifetime improvement. Previous work by Potts and McElroy14 and by Ander
son and Kollie1' showed that small-diameter thermocouples are susceptible 
to metallurgical, chemical, and mechanical changes that affect both life
time and accuracy. 

5.2 Thermocouple Investigations 

To understand the factors that contribute to the premature failure of 
small-diameter thermocouples, both their structure and metallurgical state 
must be considered. 

A thermocouple consists of two thermoelements, an insulating material 
and a metal sheath (Fig. 2). One thermoelement is Chrome1-P* (the K+ 
alloy), a nickel-based alloy having chromium as the major alloying ele
ment. The other thermoelement is Alumel* (the K- alloy), a nickel-based 

•Trade names of the Hoskins Manufacturing Company. 
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alloy containing aluminum as the major alloying element. The final grain 
size of both thermoelements is specified for CFTL use to be ASTM microgram 
size 7 (0.33 mm) or smaller. Thermoelement wires are contained in an MgO 
insulation having a particle size of ASTM micrograin size 7 or smaller. 
The sheath is Inconel 600,* a nickel-based alloy. The thermoelement wire 
diameter, the insulation between thermoelements and the sheath, and the 
sheath thickness are 0.0508 to 0.07(2 mm. Thus, the thermoelement grain 
size and wire diameter are such that as few as two to six grains traverse 
the entire thermoelement cross section. Grain bounds±irs represent mate
rial discontinuities and are relatively weak and brittle compared with the 
rest of the material, especially at high temperatures;1' regions along the 
thermoelement with large grains are, therefore, weak points within the 
structure. 

Another closely related factor influencing lifetime is that of ther
mal stresses arising from differential thermal expansions between the ther
mocouple components and other FRS components. Figure 25 (Ref. 2) gives a 
comparison of thermal expansion of the 316 stainless steel alloy used as 
the FRS cladding, the Inconel 600 thermocoup .e sheath material, and the 
Chromel and Alumel thermoelement materials. At 1000°C, the 316 stainless 
steel alloy clad has expanded 20% more than the Chromel thermoelement and 
30% more than the Alumel thermoelement. The thermocouple is intimately 
associated with the much more massive FRS clad, and both thermoelements 
are put into tension as temperatures are increased. These tensile forces, 
imrosed on grains only slightly smaller than the thermoelement lead wires, 
are major contributors to premature thermocouple failure. 

A third contributing factor is that of oxidation. Spooner and 
Thomas, 1 7 operating bare Chromel and Alumel in various environments, found 
that oxidation of both Chromel and Alumel thermoelements resulted in em-
brittlement and early failure, especially when the thermocouples were op
erated in the temperature range of 815 to 1038°C. They state that elimi
nation of oxygen from the insulation matrix will extend the thermoelement 
lifetime indefinitely and speculate that operational temperatures close to 
the material melting point may be possible. 

•Trade name of the International Nickel Company. 
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Fig. 25. Average linear thermal expansion of materials for CFTL FRS 
cladding and theratocouple components. 

A final factor that has been found to make thermocouples susceptible 
to both early failure and temperature measurement errors is residual cold 
work, or prestrain, in the material prior to its use at temperatures above 
its recryctallization temperature. 

Potts and McElroy14 have shown the importance of a fully recrystal-
lized microstrncture, free of aaterial cold work, as the final fabrication 
step for type K thermoelements. Cold working changes the thermal electric 
sensitivity of the material, and, during use in an FRS, the cold worked 
material will be annealed, again changing the thermal electric sensi
tivity. Such changes cause temperature measurement errors. 

In addition to cacsing errors, small amounts of cold work have been 
shown to cause relatively large increases in grain size when a material 
recrystallizes, possibly by a factor of 2 or 3 for low values of cold 
work. 1 1 Figure 26 illustrates the effect of cold work on recrystallized 
grain size. With thermoelement grain size already on the order of the 

316SS 
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INCONEL600 

ALUMEL 

INCONEL 600 AND CHROMEL ARE 
APPROXIMATELY EQUIVALENT 
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Fig. 26. Schematic curves i>f recrystallized grain size vs aaonnt of 
cold work before recrystallizatiou. 

wire diaaeter, prestrain clearly should be avoided, if only to preserve a 
saall grain size. 

Anderson conducted tests to deteraine the coabined effects of grain 
size, prestrain, and differential theraal expansion on thermocouple life
time.1 Material froa two aannfacturers was used. The first had a grain 
size of AST* 7-8, and the second had a grain size of ASTM 6-7. Test sam
ples were prepared by collrpsing 1.5-aa-diaa stainless steel tubing over 
a length of 0.5-aa-diaa thermocouple aaterial. The claaping of the col
lapsed tubing to the OD of the thermocouple saaple was intended to siau-
late the strong aechanical connection that exists between the FRS cladding 
and theraocouples. The collapsed tubing was electrically heated through 
various theraal cycles, and the loop resistance of the saaples was 
aositored. 

Those saaples with the smaller grain size (ASTM 7-8) were found to 
endure about 5000 cycles before failure, or two to three tiaes the nuaber 
imposed on those with the larger grain size. Also, prestraininj the saa
ples 5% prior to thermal cycling reduced their lifetiae by a factor of 2. 
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Photomicrographs of most of the test samples showed void formation at 
the grain boundaries, as had one earlier photomicrographs. Anderson at
tributed these voids to aluminum and chrominm oxides that apparently 
formed at the respective grain boundaries and were removed by metallo-
graphic sample preparation. In Anderson's findings (as well as ours) sam
ples with voids were extremely brittle. This brittleness was attributed 
by Ludwig" to the brittle oxides that formed at the grain boundaries. 

A quite different explanation of grain boundary voids fcas been of
fered by Dyson and Henn** and by Dyson and Rodgers.*1 They found in a 
study of a nickel-based alloy that prestrain introduces microcracks that 
nucleate to form grain boundary voids when the material is subsequently 
heated above its recrystallization temperature. Furthermore, the effect 
of stress is to enhance the formation of voids. Prestrain values of about 
2% reduced the elongation-to-fracture of samples by a factor of 2 (Ref. 
20), indicating that even small values of prestrain result in grain 
boundary voids. 

Although not specified, most thermocouples are received with a re
sidual cold work of 1 to 3%, 1 4 presumably to adjust the thermoelectric 
sensitivity to meet the calibration curve. Further, as part of their as
sembly into an FRS, the thermocouples are strained an additional 0.5%. 
Thermocouples assembled into the earlier swaged FKSs were prestrained an 
additional 4 to 5* by the swaging process. Thus, the thermocouples in a 
swaged FRS (like those initially tested) have a prestrain of S.5 to 8.5%, 
and those in nonswaged FRSs have a prestrain of 1.5 to 3.5%. 

As the effects of prestrain were surfacing, the design of the CFTL 
FRS was evolving toward use of the nonswaged fabrication technique, which, 
by its nature, reduced thermocouple prestrain to a level below which re-
crystallization occurs (Fig. 26). We had also incorporated a period of 
low-temperature operation at ~350*C for 1 to 2 d as part of the opera
tional sequence. After these changes were adopted, lifetime tests of ther
mocouples in i nswaged FRSs were extren«ly successful, although there was 
still evidence of «.-calibration. Eight nonswaged FRSs with 27 thermocou
ples endured over 5,000 h of stesdy-statw and transient testing, including 
over 36,000 theraal transient cycles. No thermocouples failed prior to 
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FRS failvre. even though 4 rods endured aore than 4.000 to 10,000 traa-
sierts , aany as severe as 50*C/s. 

Figure 27 (saaples a aad b) coapares photomicrographs of the Alcatel 
theraoeleaea froa a swaged FKS prototype and a sonsvaged FIS prototype, 
respectively. Both FKSs eadarsd about 1000 b of steady-st.tte aad traa-
sient operation aad over 200C thermal cycles. Staple 5.3(a) failed after 
-200 b of steady-state »;«ratioa and 400 theraal cycles, while saaple 
5.3(b) did aot f a i l . Saaple 5.3(a) was extreaely br i t t le , bat aaaple 
5.3(b) was dactile even though the trains were relatively large. 

ORNL PHOTO 04W-82R 

Fig. 27. Photoaierographe of Alaael theraoeleaeat ssaples froa (a) a 
swaged FIS aad (b) a aonsvaged FRS, both of which endnred ~1000 h of oper
ation with aore than 2000 theraal eycles. Voids ia ssaple reader i t r»ry 
bri t t le , while the void-free saaple i s ductile. 
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Thus, while oxidation contributes to failnre sad should be ainiaixed, 
ve feel the major cacse of preaature failure of saall-diaaeter thernocou-
plea is prestrain-iaduccd grain growth and grain boundary void growth, 
c&using reduced theraoeleaent cross-section and grain bonndary eabrittle-
nent. 

From the theraocowplv investigations we concluded tStat the theraocoe-
ples anst have three characteristics if they are to aeet CFTL operational 
reqnireaents: 

1. There anat be a minimum of oxygen and aoiatnre as well aa hydroxides 
[such aa Mg(OH)x] or oxides (sneh aa iron oxide) inside the thermo
couple sheath. This .squirement will help to reduce the source for 
oxidizing the chrominm or alnminna in tb.e thermoelements. 

2. The final grain size of both thermoelement wires anst be very saall, 
with a recommended maximum of ASTJt aicrograin size 9 ("4440 grains/ 
an* or 0.016-mm diaaeter). 

3. The thermoelements mnst be folly annealed when received. Any ensuing 
cold work occurring during fabrication of the FRS should not exceed 1% 
and shoald be removed prior to operating the thermocouples at or 
above their recrystallization temperature. 

Adequate purity of thermocouple insulators can be achieved by a 
10008C, <lb~tm vacuua bakeout prior to their assembly into the thermocou
ple sheath, followed by assembly of the thermocouple bulk aaterial in an 
inert atmosphere. Satisfactory grain size of theraoeleaent materials can 
be achieved by optimisation of the thermocouple fabrication process (Sect. 
5.3), and a structure free of cold work cau be obtained by (1) a recovery 
anneal below the material recrystallization temperature or (2) an anneal 
above the recrystallization temperature if the residual cola work is not 
in the critical range where thermoelement grain size aight be adversely 
affected. 

Groth-Mazar Industries of Addison, Illinois, was chosen to be the 
CTTL FRS thermocouple manufacturer. We provided guidance to GNI and eon-
ducted evaluations to ascertain that the three above characteriatics would 
be met. 
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Tbe parity requirement was aot eaaily accommodated. Diacaaaioaa with 
GUI peraoaael revealed that tbey intended to aae tbeir normal bakeoat pro
cedure (at aabieat pretaare and 200*C) on tbe ir -alatora for tbia groap of 
thermocouples and farther that they intended to anneal tbe balk thermocou
ple material (BN.) after each redactioa by drawing (-10* area redaction 
ia moat caaea). Because there are known hydroxides that do not break ap 
aatil well above thia 200* C teaperatare (specifically as high aa 900*C), 
it waa appareat that each hydroxides would subsequently be available for 
oxidation of both chroaiaa and alaaiaaa. As a consequence, we obtained 
samples of insula tors from GUI in both the "as-received" and "as-pro
cessed" conditions. These samples, when subsequently baked out ia a 
vacuum furnace at 0KNL. revealed a lower level of oatgaaaing at low tem
peratures (<400*C) for the aa processed insulators bat alao revealed sub
sequent release of CO,, H s, and other gaaea at teaperatares ap to about 
950*C. 0a the bisis of these results, GUI agreed to establish a high-
temperature vacuum bake oat system and to load the MgO insulators into the 
BML sheath inside a glevo box vnder argon cover gas. 

The requirement for eliminating cold work from the aa-received ther
mocouples was adequately achieved because the thermocouple specification 
required e 48-h "ordering" bakeont. This low temperature heat treatment 
was specified to order the Chrome1 thermoelement for measurement error 
reduction.1* When condncted as specified on material that had been fab
ricated by procedures designed to optimize thermoelement grain size (dis-
casred below), this heat treataent effectively removed *ny residual cold 
work. 

5.3 Ortja-giae Refinement 

Achieving the required grain size was aore difficult, however. The 
specification requires a maximum grain site of ASTM 7 (32-um average di
ameter) for both theraoeleaents. Historically, this requirement has been 
difficult to attain; only one thermocouple aaanfactnrer has had reasonably 
uniform success in achieving it. Initial samples from GUI were evaluated 
by 0RNL, and it appeared likely that GUI would not meet the grain size 
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requirement using coraal fabrication processes. Therefore. OthL worked 
closely with GUI, in their facility, to improve the process. 

The development effort optimised both the drawing and annealing pro
cesses to achieve the finest grain size possible consistent with reason
able production times and material yields. A brief review of recrystalli
zation and drawing theory as it pertains to thermocouple fabrication is 
warranted before discussing process development. 

5.3.1 Recrvstallization and drawing 

Recrvstalligation. Material recrystallization is a nucleation and 
growth phenomenon, the completion of which is dependent on annealing tem
perature, time, and cold work performed before anneal ir.g, as well as on 
composition variations. A schematic representation of the effect of prior 
cold work and initial grain size before cold working on the recrystallized 
grain size is shown in Fig. 26. The schematic suggests that a large 
anoont of cold work is desired to refine grains by subsequent recrystalli
zation; small anountf of cold work must be avoided unless they are too 
small to initiate reczystallization. 

Because it is a nucleation and growth process, the amount of material 
transformed during recrystallization follows a sigmoidal distribution with 
time.* The time at temperature generally follows an Arhennius-type rela
tionship with the material activation energy as the exponential variable. 

If the grain size of two materials is to be minimized and if they 
must be annealed at the same temperature (as is the case with the Chremel-
Alumel system in a thermocouple), then the amount of recrystallization of 
the material with the highest activation energy (Chromel) determines the 
annealing time. Thus, the extent of recrystallization necessary for sub
sequent cold working of that material without fracture must be determined. 
This amount of recrystallization will determine tbe annealing time for the 
system and, therefore, the grain size of the material with the lowest 
activation energy (Alumel). 

Drawini. Reference 22 provides an excellent review of drawing theory, 
part of which is presented her?. The general equation for drawing is 

o. * (1/n) / a it , (5.1) 
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where 

a. • draw s t re s s , 
o 
o » Material s tress at a, 
^ • process e f f ic iency, 
a * trne strain in drawing (cold work). 

For aater ia l s that obey the strain-hardening power law, 

a « Ke" , (5 .2) 

where K i s a strength coeff i -ient and n i s the strain-hardening exponent. 
In th i s case, Eq. ( 5 . 1 ) , after integration, becomes 

aA - « * t / n ( B + 1) » (5 .3) 

and for s second-draw psss , becones 

* d - (»« ,« , -mxtx)/n(n + 1) . (5 .4) 

where or is the flow stress of the material exiting the die, and 

t - lif(A#/A1) , (5.5) 

where A a and A x are the entering and exi t ing areas, respect ive ly . 
Figure 28 shows typical aaterial s t res s and strain plots during 

steady-state drawing as described by Eq. ( 5 . 3 ) . The aaterial flow s t re s s 
a increases in accordance with Eq. (5 .2) and i s a s t the die e x i t . The 
aater ia l i s strained to s » In A # /A 1 at the die e x i t , and the draw s t r e s s 
9. acts on the reduced, strain-hardened a a t e r i a l . 

Figure 29 shows the drawing operation for a f i r s t draw described by 
Eq. (5.3) for n < 1 and n - 1 as well as Eq. (5 .2) for the a a t e r i a l . The 
aater ia l i s influenced by the draw die as i t passe* through but i s again 
in pure tension, in a work-haxdened s ta te , as i t e x i t s . It i s normally 
work hardened enough so that i t w i l l ne^k and break i f i t y i e l d s . To pre
vent t h i s , a. aust be l e s s than a^ so thst the drawing l i a i t i s reached 

when a. - o \ . This i s shown in Fig. 29 as the intersect ion between the 
o t 
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ENTRANCb EXIT 

Fig. 28. Steady-state drawing operation. 

ORNL-DWG 80-47668 ETO 
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STRAIN 

Fig. 29. Flow-carve (Kr) for a solid wire exhibits strain hardening 
as well as work carve for ideal '/ode) and typical (l/i) /ode) drawing 
process. 
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o- sad a carves. For this ease, Eq. (5.3) becoaes 

^aax'draw " » (* + *> ' <5'«> 

For palllag ia pare teasioa, 

Coapaxisoa of Eqs. (5.6) aad (5.7) iadicates that a aaxiaaa additional 
100% eloagatioa is possible with drawiag as compared with pall lag ia pare 
teasioa. The aaoaat achieved depeads oa q, the drawiag efficieacy. For a 
seeoad drawiag pass, the material flow carve woald start at o , aad, be-
caase the arterial is straia hardened, the o, carve woald rise aore 
sharply «o that (ea — t x) < s x. 

The drawiag efficiency q has been shown to depead only oa the prodact 
of process frictional and reda-idaat work teras aad is givea a*.** 

1/q - f* , (5.8) 

where the process frictional work tera is 

f « (1 + a cot a) , (5.9) 

and the redundant work tera is 

• - U • C(A - 1)1 , (5.10) 

where 

C • a constant (0.12 for wire), 

u « coeffieieat of friction, 

a - draw die seaiaagle, 

A - deforastioa tone gecaetry factor ar J/L (Fig. 29). 

Froa Eqs. (5.8-5.10), the process efficiency depends only oa A. a, 
and a. To aaxisixe the total cold work s between anneals, the prcdvct of 
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the factors containing a and A m a t be ainiaized. (The f r i c t i o n c o e f f i 
c ient u depends priaari ly oa the lubricant. Many factors go into i t s se
l e c t i o n , and although some invest igat ions were conducted, to further a i n i -
a ize u was beyond the scope of th i s work.) 

Process parameters a and A are related by 

a . — e / s . s + e ) 
A = a . (5.11) 

180 (1 - e ' ) 

The friction factor [Eq. (5.9)] asymptotically decreases with ii.creasi:ig 
a, whereas the redundant factor [Eq. (5.10)] linearly increases with A so 
that their ainiaa is reached at soae intermediate value of a and corre
sponding A. 

5.3.2 Application to theraoconplc drawing — the 
internal stress factor 

The preceding analysis is adequate to arrive at optiaua conditions 
for drawing of wire. Fov thermocouple drawing, however, drawability is 
noraally liaited by one of the internal theraoeleaents breaking (open cir
cuiting). The drawing process aust, therefore, be optiaized based on the 
cold work and stresses occurring on these internal coaponents. The fric
tion factor [Eq. (5.9)] results froa die-to-theraocouple surface forces; 
it should be independent of e and can only influence the mean draw stress, 
not the radial stress distribution across the theraocouple. 

The redundant tern, however, has as its basis the occurrence of non
uniform die pressure and resultant internal stress and strain distribu
tions as functions of the deformation zone geometry factor A. Figure 30 
schematically represents stress and rtrain distributions as they Bight 
appear across a theraocouple cross section for A « 3. The strain plot was 
eztrspolated from hardness data** on lubricated wire for A - 6.9 and lubri
cated strip for A * 4, both with a true strain or cold work for t » 0.17. 
Froa the plot, cold work can be seen to have a large variation across the 
cross section and is at a ainiaua internally. The average strain ? is 
increased above c for the ronunifora distribution by the valne of • given 
in Eq. (3.10). For A - 3, the average cold work on the theraoeleaents is 
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Fig. 30. Scaeaatic rapreaentation of radial atreaa and atre.s pat
tern acrosa a theraoconple drawn with A » 3 and a » 0.17. Average atraia 
ia increased to a by nornnifora distribution, and atrain of therao-eleaent 
fa aboat 0.8«. Internal atreas ia aaxiana in center and dependa on yield 
atreas aa well as A. 
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only aboat 0.8 c, while the sheath iaears ~2 s. As A decreases towards 
one, the strain distribution becomes uniform. The implication is that low 
A drawing is more smitable to theraoconples iff internal cold work is to be 
maximized as needed to refine thermoelement grain size. 

The stress dictribntion of Fig. 30(c) farther reinforces this no
tion. The distribatioa shown was derived from Hill's" slip-line field 
analysis (for frictionless plain-strain compression of a ncnhardening 
material) and from Baclofen's** maximum stress distribution analysis of 
Hill's data. Backofen showed that the variation in the internal stress 
distribution o from sarfaee to center followed the same relationship 
with A as did the ratio of die pressure to snrfface yield stress (F/o ) 
reported by Hill. The mailman in this internal stress yariation is given 
*7 

zz maz 
2 o y X , (5.12) 

where X is the deformation zone slip-line apez angle and is 0 for A * 1 
and 0.43 * for A * 8.75. By interpolation, the maximum centerline to sur
face stress with A is then 

'zz ' °* 3 5 °y ( A ~ 1 } * maz 
(5.13) 

The stress distribution shown in Fig. 30(b) for A » 3 is constant from 
the surface inward fox a distance L/2 2 rt/A (where L is as shown in 
Fig. 28), then rises approziaately linearly to a maximum of -0.7 a (o » 
28 z 10' kg/m*) at the center. The draw stress a. is =0.1 a larger be
cause of this distribution, and the internal stress o„ is 

*dE " °o + "y ' V ' (5.14) 

where 

0 ar 0.35 </ (A T f -4-^)1- (5.15) 
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and the internal stress factor r ix 

a 
T - 1 + — . ($.1«) 

"d 

Equation (5.3) for the first draw im teras of the internal stresses tow 
becomes 

°e» . «x 
X"*AT*"^ Vl"~ . (5.17) 

If there is to be a second draw of the same material, the stress distribu
tion of the first draw mast be taken, into acconnt. This distribution o 
is additive to the internal stress developed in the second draw. However, 
for A £ 2 on the first draw (which should normallj be the case), "5 « 
a so that o as« and the internal stress distribution can be accu-zx j xx 
rately represented by o A second distribution described by Eq. (5.15) 

r x 
is developed for the second draw, which remits in a . The internal 

T» 
stress after the second draw is the sea of these two stresses. Equation 
(5.4) for the second draw, in terms of the internal stress, becomes 

"d* 
(os.«. — cre.e.) 

where Y is now 
s 

T " 1 + " • (5.19) 

Equations (5.3) and (5.4) for the draw stress and Eqs. (5.17) and 
(5.18) for tbi internal stress together enable complete aodeling of the 
thermocouple drawing process. In their application to thermocouple draw
ing, the assumptions of nonstrain hardening and hoaogeneity aust be rec
ognized, although the ability of the aodel to predict and iaprove the pro
cess will ultimately deteraine its usefulness. The strain-hardening as-
suaptioa, although intended for nor(train-hardening aaterial, was shown by 
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Backofen to still provide a reasonable upper-bound estimate of redundant 
strain prope*-*<es of strain-hardening materials.*• The effect of non-
hoaogeneiiy will be discussed in the next section. 

To examine the internal stress as the limiting parameter in thermo
couple drawing, the ftiction, redundant, and internal stress factors in 
Eqs. (5.17) and (5.18) must be calculated for various a and A. Figure 31 
plots the $fy product of Eq. (5.17) as a function of a for various amounts 
of cold work (e). The deformation zone geometry factor A was determined 
for each a using Eq. (5.11). The draw stress a. mc% determined using 
Eq. (5.3), and K and n in Eq. (5.2) were determined to be 137.0 x 10* kg/n* 
and 0. 6, respectively, from tensile tests of Inconsl-sheathed, type K 
thermocouples. 

ORNL-DWG 81-16303 ETD 

DRAW DIE SEMIANGLE - <r (deg) 

Fig. 31 . $ft product vs draw-die semiangle at various amounts of 
cold work (M - 0 . 19 ) . 
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The vfy picduct acts as a Multiplier to the useful work in drawing 
/ode, which results in the internal stress <*«,• As the useful work in
creases (with e) the efficiency ne = l/4fv iaproves. Figure 31 and 
Eq. (5.3) indicate that a first draw of t = 0.44. with a between 10 and 
12* and A between 1.6 and 1.9*, is optiaua and will give a o„,-to-o ratio 

OB a 
of ~0.7, adequate to account for process and aodel uncertainties. 

Additional cold work before annealing can be obtained with a second 
draw. However, the cold work is less and process paraaeters are such aore 
critical (Fig. 32). The internal stress, resulting froa reduadimt strain 
and characterized by A, doainates the process for a above 3 or «!•» and 
friction doainates for a at <3*. The aore pronounced ainiaa and larger 
yfy product for the second draw results froa the greatly increased yield 

ORNL-DWG 81-163M ETD 
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Fig. 32. Hx product v» draw-die seaiangle for various 
5ecoad-dr*w cold work (p » 0.19). 

••ousts of 
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stress caused by strain hardening daring the firat dram. The yield 
stress, initially 35 x 10* kg/m1, increases by a factor of 3 to 4 to « 
for the second draw. Pron Eq. (5.15)» this proportionally increases \vhe 
internal atress distribution with A. It ia therefore ertreaely important 
to draw with A close to 1 on the second draw. 

5.3.3 Thermoelement train-sixc refinement 

The development to prodnce the rof ined-grain thermoelements was per-
formci by OINL during fabrication of a quantity of bulk thermocouple mate
rial for 08NL by ONI. U»ing the actual production equipment avoided the 
effects on the final results of small variations in specific parameters 
such as deformation, furnace temperatures, and temperature gradients. 

The fabrication process consisted of the following steps: (1) the 
MgO insulators were subjected to a 1000*C vacuum bakeout, and all materi
als were thoroughly cleaned; and (2) the thermoelement wires and MgO in
sulators were then assembled into an Inconel 600 sheath ~5 mm in diameter. 
The diameter of this assembly was reduced to 0.51 mm by a multiple—draw 
ancesl cycle. 

The development effort optimized both the drawing and the annealing 
processes to achieve the finest grain size possible, consistent with rea
sonable production times and material yields. 

The new drawing and annealing schedule to obtain grain refinement was 
determined from (1) the preceding recrystallization and drartng theory, 
(2) literature information and physical property tests on the thermocouple 
components, and (3) industrial experience. The development consisted of 
three general tasks: 

1. adjustment of anneal ii* conditions to minimize grain growth of the 
Alum*} thermoelement jrllle still obtaining full recrystallization of 
the Inconel sheath s.\d Chtomel thermoelement, 

2. definition of the existing drawing process in terms of Eqs. (5.3V and 
(5.4) and calculation of the friction factor f and coefficient of fric
tion u, and 

3. determination of a new process to maj.ialze the reduction between an
neals by optimizing process parameters a and A in terns of. Eqs. (5.17) 
and (5.13) and by comparison of draw and material stresses o._ and a . 
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Aaaealiag coaditioas were deteraiaed by drawing saaesled s taples of 
Chroael sad Aloael wire sad of asseabled taemceoaples t o 20 to 50% eold 
work, followed by sases l iag a t serersl tiaa-taaperctare coadi t ioas . Bloa-
gs t ioa - to - f s i rare t e s t s , as we l l ss aets l logrsphic sad • icroksxdaess ex~ 
aaiast ioa of saaesled ssaples , were then ased. Optima saaes l iag eoadi-
t ioas were foand to be 1025*C for 60 s for s 1-aardiaa theraoeosple. Ike 
saaesl iag teatperatare was thea held eoastsat sad t i e t iaa rsr ied t o s c -
eoaat for theraocoaple asss-per-anit- length chaages with d i sas t er . Aa-
aes l iag t i a e s rsaged froa 120 s s t aboat 3-aa dieaeter t o 30 s a t 0.5-sat 
d i sas ter . 

H e appl icabi l i ty of drswing Eqs. (5 .3) sad (5 .4) t o s aoahoaogeaeoas 
theraocoaple wss iarest igstsd by (1) eoadaeting t e n s i l e t e s t s oa Iaeonel, 
Caroael, sad Alaael wires sad oa type K, Ineoael-shsathed theraoeoaples 
sad (2) conducting drew tes t s on ssaples of theraoeoaples sad the Chroael 
theraoeleaent. Figure 33 saaasrixss the t e n s i l e t e s t s . Coapsrison of 
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plots of measurements on the individual thermocouple component* with the 
thermocouple measurements icdicatee that MgO insulation substantially af
fect x the tensile characteristics of the thermocouple even though it can
not itself sustain a tensile streaa. 

Strain-hardening constants for Eq. (5.2) were obtained by carve fit
ting using the thermocouple and Chrcael stress-atrain plot, and thesw ral
lies were used in Eqs. (5.3) and (5.4). Draw stresses a. and o. were 
measured with a standard spring balance pl.ced between the draw bench-
puller jaws and the thermocouple or Ghroael wire being drawn. The fric
tion factor f waa then calculated for each of the aaaplea. The results 
showed i to be "35% higher i->r thermocouple drawing t.ian for wire drawing. 
This apparently reflects the work associated with movement of the insula
tion a* the thermocouple ic reduced is well as relative movement of insu
lation material and thermocouple metallic component* as the insulation 
transmits the draw stress to the thermoelement during thermocouple redac
tion. The insulation thus contributes to the work of deformation without 
supporting a balancing tensile stress. 

The inci9ased friction f.\ctor for thermocouple drawing serves to in
crease the draw stress for a given reduction or, equivalently, to reduce 
the maximum elongation possible for • given draw stress. 

Calculation of the coefficient of friction u was accomplished by 
drawin3 thermocouple samples with existing dies (with o * 6*) from « - 10 
to 30% while measuring the draw stresses a, or o, . Strain-hardening 
constants from the thermocouple plot of Fig. 33 were used in Eqs. (5.3) 
and (5.4), and Kqs. (5.9) and (5.10) vers used to calculate the frictional 
and redundant work terms, respectively. 

Friction coefficient calculations from these measurements at first 
exhibited large variations. Draw dies that exhibited a larger-than-
anticipated draw stress were replaced with new dies. In some cases, as 
much as a 40% decrease in draw stress was obtained for a new die under the 
exact drawing conditions imposed on the old one. This was attributed to 
die wear and varittions in die bearing length B (Fig. 28). After die re
placements, u was measured to be 0.19 + 10% for 90% of the dies tested, 
although variations up to 25% occurred. 
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The exis t ing process consisted of drawing t o 20 to 25% cold worV in 
one step between anneals using draw dies with o = 6 # . During development, 
thiee new processes were obtained. In the f i r s t , the exis t ing first-dr.-.w 
cold work (or s l ight ly store) was retained, and a second draw of about *.5% 
waa added. Existing d ies with a = *"• wero used, in most cases, for h**tb. 
draws. In the second process, new dies with larger semiangles were de
signed, and the first-draw cold work was <--tended t o about 42%. The f inal 
process combined the 40% maxismt fi ist-draw cold work w^th 15* second-draw 
cold work to obtain 55% cold work betveen anneals. 

Optimization of the drawing and annealing schedule required continu
i ty checks and elongation-to-fai lure t e s t s of postannealed a a t e r i a l . Ex
cess s tresses often did not immediately result in therccelement open c i r 
c u i t s . However, elongatioo-to-break t e n s i l e t e s t s of postannealled ther
mocouples were excel lent indicators of damaged or borderline material. 
Material correctly drawn and annealed experienced a true t ens i l e elonga
t ion of 20 to 25% for both thermoelementc and sheath, and the fa i lure 
occurred i n i t i a l l y in the sheath. Damaged r.aterial was characterised by 
i n i t i a l fai lure of the Chromel thermoelement at a true atrain of only 10 
to 15% and, occasionally, fai lure of the Alunel thermoelement prior to 
that of the sheath as w e l l . Material, once damaged, performed poorly in 
subsequent draws. 

Tabls 23 s<mmarisea part of the f i r s t process. As the table shows, 
the measured a*id calculated draw stresses for bofJ f i r s t and second draws 
are in good agreement. However, internal atresses , calculated from 
Eqa. (5.17) and (5 .18) , are low on the f i r s t pass bat high ou the second 
peas. This i s a direct result of the high A values produced by using the 
exist ing dies with a • 6*. Open c ircui t s of the Chromel thermoelement 

occurred on the second draw for o .„- to-o rat ios of 108.4 and 99.8%. As 
on t development continued and the o ._ - to-c rat io for the second draw was r e als c 

duced by lowering a (and thus A), the incidence of open c i rcu i t s de
creased. All fa i lures were caused by Chromel thermoelement optns; no 
sheath breaks occurred. 

Table 24 summarizes the second and third draw-anneal processes The 
secend process used draw dies with a semiangle of 11* , based on the pre
dict ions of Fig. 31, and an atteapt was made to l imit die-bearing length 



Table 23 . Type K, Inconel-
draw-anneal schedule 

n .J Anneal _ 
Percent cold v. Draw stress oa 

work (e) *"* <kg/»») 
~~ 1025"C — — — — — — — — — — 
Per draw Total , x Calculated Measured 

(a) 
>6.4 58 .6 5 9 . 3 
15 .3 4 1 . 7 90 52 .7 5 1 . 9 
3 0 . : 6 8 . 9 6 9 . 5 
1 2 . 2 4 2 . 7 60 45 .5 45 .7 
2 8 . 1 6 2 . 8 6 0 , 9 

9 .7 3 7 . 8 45 4 0 . 4 5 0 . 8 
2 7 . 6 6 1 . 4 6 1 . 6 
1 2 . 5 4 0 . 1 45 4 5 . 6 4 7 . 8 
2 8 . 6 6 4 . 2 6 4 . 6 
11 .5 4 0 . 1 30 5 0 . 6 4 6 . 7 

heathed thermocouple 
for process I 

Calculated Process 
Error Internal 9 ._/o x 100 parameters 
(%> stress U B * 

*,_ (k|/m») w a A 

- 1 . 2 6 6 . 0 6 9 . 9 6 1 .6 
+0 .6 100 .1 93 .3 6 2 .7 
+0 .6 7 4 . 1 7 5 . 4 6 1.4 
- 0 . 2 104 .3 96 .6 € 3 .4 
+3 .1 6 6 . 5 6 9 . 3 6 1.5 
2 0 . 5 113 .1 108 .4 5 3 . 6 
- 0 . 3 6 7 . 2 7 0 . 3 6 l . S 
- 2 . 5 105 .9 9 9 . 8 6 3 .4 
- 0 . 6 7 0 . 2 7 2 . 7 6 1.5 
+8.4 69 .0 83 .9 4 2 . 4 



Table 24. Type K, Inconel-sheathed thermocouple dram-anneal 
schedale for processes II and III 

Present c o l d Anneal 
t i a e 

a t 
1023»C 

( s ) 

Draw s t r e s s ad Ca lcu la ted Proces s 
work (<) 

Anneal 
t i a e 

a t 
1023»C 

( s ) 

<kg/av ) Error 
(%) 

In terna l 
s t r e s s 

«dE < k * / " , ) 

•«'•• X 1 0 ° 
(*) 

parai 

a 

a t t a r s 

Per draw Tota l 

Anneal 
t i a e 

a t 
1023»C 

( s ) Ca lcn la ted Measured 

Error 
(%) 

In terna l 
s t r e s s 

«dE < k * / " , ) 

•«'•• X 1 0 ° 
(*) 

parai 

a A 

Phase J I 

4 0 . 8 90 7 4 . 4 84 .7 - 1 2 . 2 9 4 . 2 88 .4 11 1 .9 
4 0 . 8 60 7 4 . 4 8 2 . 8 - 1 0 . 1 92 .3 7 7 . 7 11 1.9 
3 7 . 8 45 6 8 . 2 86 .4 - 2 1 . 1 9 6 . 6 9 2 . 6 11 2 . 0 
3 9 . 3 45 7 1 . 7 87 .3 - 1 7 . 9 97 .5 92 .4 11 2 . 0 
4 1 . 8 30 7 6 . 0 99 .6 

Ph«»« 

- 2 3 . 7 

- I I I 

1 0 8 . 0 100 .5 11 1 .8 

4 1 . 5 7 6 . 1 8 9 . 9 - 1 5 . 4 9 9 , 4 9 2 . 8 11 1 .9 
J.5.9 5 7 . 4 60 85 .5 7 0 . 5 +21.3 9 0 . 7 7 7 . 3 3 1 .3 
4 2 . 5 7 7 . 6 101 .7 - 2 3 . 7 1 1 0 . 1 1 0 2 . 1 11 1 .8 
1 8 . 6 6 1 . 1 45 9 8 . 9 9 0 . 0 +9 .9 1 0 1 . 6 85 .1 3 1 .1 
4 3 . 4 7 9 . 7 110 .6 - 2 7 . 9 1 1 9 . 0 109 .7 11 1 .8 
1 7 . 8 6 1 . 2 30 9 6 . 0 9 2 . 1 +4 .2 1 0 8 . 1 90 .5 3 1.2 
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to 131 of L (Fig. 2 8 ) . Correlations between aeasared and calculated draw 
stresses decreased considsrably with an additional 10 to 15% first-draw 
cold work. First-draw predicted value? average 17% below those measured. 
Extrapolation of the strain-hardening constants to high cold work values 
or fr ic t ional behavior that resu l t s ir. the f r i c t i on factor f increasing 
with cold work [Bq. (5 .9 ) ] could account for t h i s . 

Process I I I , presented in Table 24, summarizes the l a t e s t draw-
anneal schedule, s t i l l under developaent, in which 55% cold work between 
anneals i s achieved by drawing in two draws. Dies for the second-draw 
pass were designed with o = 3* in accordance with the predictions of 
Fig. 32 . The Measured first-draw stresses were also higher than those 
predicted by Eq. 5 . 3 , but the Measured second-draw stresses were lower 
in contrast to those of process I with lower first-draw cold work. 

Errors in the strain-hardening constant n, the redundant work t e n 0, 
or the f r i c t i on factor f at high first-draw cold work Must have occurred 
to account for these discrepancies. Second-draw redundant work i s high 
for process I and low for process I I I , so higher redundant errors would 
be expected in process I than in JII i f > errors doainate. ttome s tra in-
hardening error at high cold work i s probable. However, draw t e s t s a t 

e 5» 0.42 that resulted in sheath breakage (o = a. ) indicated that a i s 
e o x e 

within about +8% of the value obtained frca thermocouple strain-hardening 
constants. Because the apparent coefficient of friction u is higher for 
thernocouple drawing than for wire drawing, an additional increase in u at 
high cold work is reasonably assumed to account for auch of tie discrep
ancy in calculated v« aeasured draw stress. For this assumption to be 
true, u, which is constant at 0.19 for cold work up to 30%, aust increase 
sharply to n - 0.3 for coH work above 40%. No aechanisa is yet available 
to a-.count for this phenomenon. 

The schedule developed in process I was used to produce thermocouple 
bulk aaterial with an average length of about 50 a. Failure of the 
Chroael thermoelement caused by high internal stresses was the Halting 
factor. The process II schedule was used to produce thermocouple bulk 
Material with an average length of about 100 a with sheath breakage limit
ing the process. Although Ion' bulk material lengths are possible with 
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process III above aboat 1 ma ia diameter, developaeat has aot beea com
pleted to obtaia 0.5-mm material ia leagtks comparable witk tbcse of pro
cess II. 

First-draw cold work for bJ*th processes II aad III is limited to a 
maximum of aboat 42% by skeatk breakage. Ike process III secoad draw, 
wkile exteadiag tke cold work ap to 20%, is limited oa tke low side of a 
by frictioa aad oa tke kigk side by kigk iateraal stresses, laea two 
draws are Tised to obtaia maxima* cold work, diametrical toleraaces of botk 
draw dies are critical to maiataiaiag secoad-draw cold work witkia 10 to 
20% as tkermocoaple diameter is redaced below aboat 1.5 ma. 

more tkaa 3500 m of balk tkermocoaple material was prodaced dariag 
process developmeat. Figaro 34 skows tke aicrostractare of tke Caramel 
and Alwael tkeraoeleaeats resaltiag from aa average of 40% cold work be
tween aaaeals. Ike aicrograia sixes of tke tkermoelemeats are ASIH 11 aad 
9 (15,900 aad 3,970 graias/ma*), respectively. 

ORNL PHOTO 5019-80 

Fig, 34. Chromel ( left) aad Al«c9l average graia sise i s 9 aad 17 a 
(A8TN 11 and 9) , respectively, after grain size rcfiaeaent (400x). 
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5.4 Sammerr aad Cone les ions 

Premature f s i l e r e of small-diaaeter, type K Iacoael-sheathed thermo-
eoeples repaired ea invest igat ion iato the ceases of f e i l a r e aad ways t o 
improve l i f e t i a e . Failure wes jmdged to be ceased by thermoelement grain 
growth ead eabri t t leaeat . The b r i t t l e condition wes characterized by 
lerge gxeias with respect to thermoelement diaaeter ead by voids aad 
oxides fomed aloag the f cin boaaderies. Ihjor coatribators to t h i s con
d i t ion were imparities ia >dnced daring theraocoeple assembly and, par
t i cu lar ly , c r i t i c a l aaoaats of cold work l e f t i a the theraocoeple ceased 
by iacoaplete aaaeeliag or iatrodaced by swaging daring FRS fabrication. 
The eabrit t led thermocouples sabseqaeatly f e l l ed whea thermally ectivated 
expaasioa aisaatched between thea, aad tke FKS cladding imposed re la t ive ly 
small axial strains on the thermoelements, caasiag grain-boundary separa
t ion*. Three characterist ics were established as important to improved 
thermocouple performance under high-temperature, thermal cycling condi
t ions : 

1 . e l ia inat ion of prestrain in the thermoelements prior to operatioa of 
the thermocouple above their reerystal l izat ion temperature; 

2 . minimization of oxygen, moisture, sad hydroxides within the thermo
couple; and 

3 . refineaeat of the thermoelement grain s ize to meet ASTM aicrograin 
s ize 9 or smaller (as a g o a l ) . 

Significant iaproveaents in thermocouple performance were demon
strated simply by eliminating saal l amounts of cold work in the uaterial 
by a recovery anneal prior to their use. Additionally, a 1000*C vacuna 
bakeout of the insulators prior to their assembly into the thermoelement 
sheath, careful cleaning, and thermocouple assembly with an inert cover 
gas were added to the thermocouple fabrication process. Final ly , r e f i n e 
aent of thermoelement grain s ize to ASTM micrograin s ize 9 for Alunel end 
11 for Cbromel was accomplished by development of a new draw-anneal pro
ces s . 

Annealing conditions were established as 1025*C for 30 to 120 s, de
pending on thermocouple diaaeter. The drawing process was optiaized by 
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application of tke general wire-drawiag conation <r, » f*/od«. to theraocow-
pie drawing. Ike equation was extended to describe internal s tresses for 
multiple-pass drawing of thermocouples, and process paraaeters were evalu
ated and optimized to increase cold work between anneals froa 25 to (0%. 
This aaxiaan cold work leve l was achieved in two draws between anneals 
averaging 40 and 15%, respect ively . High second-draw y i e l d s tress cansed 
by first-draw strain hardening coabined with fr ic t iona l losses to l i a i t 
second-draw cold work t o 10 to 20% witk a draw die seaiaagle of 3 to 4* . 
The f r i c t i o n factor f « (1 • a cot a) was found to be about 35% kigker for 
thermocouple drawing than for equivalent wire drawing and also appeared 
to be a function of the per-draw cold work l eve l wken cold work was >30%. 

Improved grain s ize was most eas i ly achieved by single-pass drawing 
to an average of 40% cold work between anneals. Although further improve
ment in grain s ize occurred with the 55%, multiple-pass process, diametri
cal tolerances were c r i t i c a l below about 1.5 ma because small diametrical 
changes in either draw die caused a re la t ive ly large second-draw cold work 
change. 
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